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Publisher’s Note

L ike oncoming hurricanes, we respond with trepidation to 
Greek letters for emerging COVID-19 variants. Apart 
from fraternities, or perhaps high-tech product names, we 

mostly ignore the ancient Greek alphabet. But now omicron is 
on nearly everyone’s lips. While understandable, this is probably 
a distraction from putting energies into areas that would better 
serve our long-term interests. Namely, new antiviral pill treat-
ments and rapid tests. Although virus evolution tends to favor 
weaker but more transmissible variants the further an outbreak 
persists, we cannot bank on COVID-19 following this course. 

Acyclovir is used as part of the cocktail mix treatment  
for HIV but is most commonly used for herpes and shingles. 
An infectious agent replication can potentially be slowed down 
enough for the patient ’s own immune system to take over  
disease elimination. There are three antivirals entering the 
armament against COVID-19, with stil l more to progress 
through clinical trials. They will likely become a mainspring 
for beating back and f inal ly overwhelming our currently  
never-ending surges.

But like all antivirals, they have a small window within which 
to be effective, about three days from onset of symptoms. So, 
we return full circle to the dire need for cheap, accurate rapid 
tests, and encouraging the behavior to use them. After nearly 
two years, we have the weapons to fire back at COVID-19. Our 
next test is, do we have the organizational prowess to make tests  
readily available, and do we have the resolve to act communally 
to use them? We struggled to do this for COVID-19 vaccines. 
Can we pass this test for antiviral pills?
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From the Editor

Breaking the Rules

We have been living through a 
period where institutions and rules 
are being questioned. I am proud 

to work in an industry where colleagues, 
rules, and institutions have stood up well 
through this conversation. Some rules were 
deliberately broken, some barriers reduced. 
One concrete example comes from FDA 
guidance documents on abbreviated new drug applications 
where bioequivalence studies for generic drugs resupply with 
expired batches were deemed permissible “as long as sufficient 
evidence can be provided to demonstrate the acceptability of 
the test product batch” (1). Supply chain contingencies immedi-
ately transformed from an abstract concept to a concrete process 
for most of us.

Regarding investments in technology, a survey from Zebra 
Technologies reported that 86% of patients agree that increased 
technology spending would provide a competitive edge in man-
aging pharmaceutical supply chain stability, security, and tracea-
bility (2). That number rises to 92% when answered by industry 
decision makers. Of these decision makers, 96% then consider 
supply chain visibility confers on them a competitive advantage. 
Key areas targeted for future spending for these decision mak-
ers are location technology, temperature monitor and sensors, 
temperature sensitive labels, prescriptive analytics, and machine 
learning. The findings continue, stating, “compliance remains an 
issue for the pharmaceutical industry. About one third of indus-
try decision makers surveyed rank compliance among the top 
five challenges facing their industry today. Among the pharma-
ceutical industry verticals, manufacturing experiences the most 
significant lag in compliance.” Institutions and rules held up 
well during this time of emergency. We have learned what areas 
of our manufacturing supply chain held up, while also learning 
which areas we need to strengthen. 

While not everything went smoothly over the past two years, 
we have manufactured great outcomes from alarming adversity. 
Nearly eight billion doses of COVID-19 vaccines have now been 
administered (3). We have broken rules, invented new ones, and 
engineered stronger institutions and supply chains that will serve 
us better going forward.

REFERENCES
 1.  FDA, Development of Abbreviated New Drug Applications 

During the COVID-19 Pandemic—Questions and Answers 
Guidance for Industry (FDA, September 2021). 

 2.  Zebra Technologies, Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Vision 
Study: Technology-led Transparency Drives Resiliency, 
Industry Study (November 2021).

 3. Bloomberg, “More than 7.84 Billion Shots Given: COVID-19 

Tracker,” Vaccine Tracker, Last Updated Nov. 25, 2021. ◆
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Regulatory Beat
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D  rug development and regulation 
will never be the same following the 
momentous changes in healthcare 

delivery and biomedical research over the past 
year. The desperate need for new vaccines and 
therapies to tame the deadly COVID-19 virus 
required new policies and procedures for how 
biopharma companies select, test, and manufac-
ture medical products—and revised regulatory 
practices for evaluating clinical data, manufac-
turing operations, and procedures for submitting 
and analyzing information. 

Most visible have been the many changes in 
the conduct of preclinical and clinical studies for 
new vaccines, drugs, and medical products. The 
shutdown of many clinical sites and difficulties 
in visiting medical facilities required researchers 
to use virtual and remote methods for identifying 
potential trial participants, obtaining informed 
consent, and tracking clinical data. Sponsors 
looked to deliver experimental treatments directly 
to patients and to record symptoms and treat-
ment effects at home. Interest rose in innovative 
clinical research methods, such as master proto-
cols, adaptive trial designs, and Bayesian analyt-
ical methods to reduce study size and duration. 

Digital technology was adopted to 
track novel endpoints, and the value of 
utilizing real-world data and real-world 
evidence from healthcare systems and 
disease registries gained acceptance 
for supporting pre- and post-approval 
research requirements. 

Sponsors gained important advice 
from FDA on conducting clinical trials 
during the pandemic from a steady 
stream of new guidance documents 
addressing the need for flexibility 
while maintaining study integrity. 

Multiple advisories discussed new analytic 
approaches, protocol management, and dealing 
with missing data, among other critical issues. At 
the same time, important guidance documents 
advised manufacturers on strategies for testing 
and producing new vaccines and therapies to 
treat COVID patients. 

An important innovation was FDA’s expanded 
use of the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) 
process to speed successful products to patients 
during the health emergency. At the same time, 
the regulators required vaccine trials to test 
thousands of patients to assure the public of 
the safety and viability of these new preven-
tives. Vaccine experts at the Center for Biologics 
Evaluation and Research (CBER) worked over-
time to clarify the size and diversity of efficacy 
trials and key analytical assessments needed to 
gain EUA status and later full approval, estab-
lishing standards and procedures that will shape 
research for health emergencies to come. 

MODERNIZING MANUFACTURING
The need to quickly produce millions of doses 
of new vaccines and therapies spurred industry 

The need to quickly  
produce millions of doses of 
new vaccines and therapies 
spurred industry adoption 
of innovative testing and 

production methods.

Jill Wechsler is  
BioPharm International’s 

Washington editor,  
jillwechsler7@gmail.com.

The need for medicines to combat COVID-19 has  
impacted the way regulatory agencies carry out their operations.

Pandemic Alters Policies and Practices  
for Drug Development and Regulation
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Regulatory Beat

adoption of innovative testing and 
production methods. Biopharma 
companies invested resources to 
update facilities and establish new 
modular, flexible line operations. 
Competitors formed partnerships 
and licensing arrangements to 
meet production goals at home 
and for other regions. FDA con-
tinued to promote industry adop-
tion of modern manufacturing 
methods and advanced quality 
assurance programs to expand bio-
pharma operations in the United 
States and overseas. 

Broader investment in efficient 
manufacturing systems for generics 
as well as brand-name medicines 
was critical to head off drug short-
ages and ensure reliable production 
of widely used medicines needed to 
treat patients in emergency rooms 
as well as those relying on estab-
lished therapies for serious diseases. 
FDA used its expanded authority to 
respond quickly to shortage situa-
tions to prevent gaps in the medical  
product supply chain for multiple 
vital medicines. 

At the same time, curbs on FDA 
inspections to evaluate manufac-
turing sites during the pandemic 
prompted regulators to expand 
their use of alternative oversight 
methods. FDA officials relied more 
on past inspection reports, current 
documents from manufacturing 
sites, and inspection reports pre-
pared by trusted foreign regula-
tory authorities and shared under 
mutual recognition agreements.
In some cases, FDA “visited” a 
site through remote online sys-
tems. Officials at FDA’s Office of 
Regulatory Affairs (ORA) indicate 
that the agency will continue to 
utilize many of these strategies for 
streamlining oversight of manufac-
turing operations, even as on-site 
visits increase overseas and at home, 
leading to a more “hybrid” inspec-
tion process going forward. 

REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY
In addition to remote field inspec-
tions, FDA review staff organized 
virtual meetings with medical 
product sponsors to assess and 
devise appropriate, yet more flexi-
ble R&D programs. Even with most 
agency staffers working off site, 
reviewers for drugs, biologics, and 
generics formed multi-disciplinary 
teams to assess research proposals 
remotely to clarify what data and 
analysis were needed for a prod-
uct to gain market approval. Such 
team efforts have been particularly 
effective for analyzing new COVID-
19 vaccines and therapies, as well 
as for timely review of the steady 
stream of new drug applications 
(NDAs), biologics license applica-
tions (BLAs), and supplements to 
treat multiple conditions. 

One result is that drug approval 
processes for fiscal year 2021 
remained strong, with 53 novel 
drugs approved by the Center for 
Drug Evaluation and Research 
(CDER) as of Sept. 30, 2021. That 
includes multiple treatments for can-
cer and rare diseases, many utilizing 
expedited and accelerated approval 
pathways. CDER also maintained 
steady review rates for generic drugs 

as seen in the approval of more than 
800 abbreviated new drug applica-
tions (ANDAs), including more than 
90 first generics and complex generic 
therapies. There were important 
advances in biosimilars, moreover, 
with the approval of the first two 
interchangeable products (1). 

Despite these accomplishments, 
FDA officials had to contend with 
public criticism that the review 
process was taking too long to save 
dying patients, or that the agency 
was speeding experimental prod-
ucts through the review process, 
threatening public health and safety. 
The highly pressured atmosphere 
exhausted many FDA employees, 
as seen in recent announced depar-
tures of several agency officials and 
experienced staffers, and such depar-
tures are likely to pick up in the 
coming months. Changes in agency 
leadership, in regulatory strategies, 
and in decisions by researchers and 
manufacturers on where and how 
to plan future investments are slated 
to alter drug development and over-
sight for years to come. 

REFERENCE
1. FDA, Generic Drugs Program Activities 

Report–Monthly Performance, FDA.gov, 
accessed Nov. 15, 2021.◆

The White House finally decided to nominate 
Robert Califf to once again take the reins of this 
complex and vital regulatory agency, acknowl-
edging the difficulty of finding an experienced 
and capable administrator without visible 
industry ties. Califf’s appointment has been 
discussed and analyzed for months and now 
moves forward at the last moment.

Under federal rules, Acting Commissioner 
Janet Woodcock was required to leave that 
position by Nov. 15, 2021. However, she can 
remain in place during the Senate confirmation 
process for Califf, which could take some time 
in the face of a very packed year-end schedule 
for Congress. Although many policy makers and 

medical leaders backed Woodcock for the top job, 
she ran into opposition from some legislators 
and consumer groups that considered her too 
close to industry and blamed her for authorizing 
market approval of opioid pain killers, later 
found to fuel addiction and deaths.

Califf had a brief stint as FDA commissioner 
in the waning months of the Obama 
administration, taking the helm following the 
departure of Margaret Hamburg from the top 
spot in 2015. His appointment by President 
Biden ends months of uncertainty about the 
future path for the high-profile agency. 

—Jill Wechsler

Califf Named to Head FDA

https://www.fda.gov/drugs/abbreviated-new-drug-application-anda/generic-drugs-program-activities-report-monthly-performance
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Process Analytical Technologies  
for Manufacturing Cell and  

Gene Therapies
Timing is everything, and it might be ideal for acceleration  

of real-time monitoring solutions. 
CYNTHIA A. CHALLENER

D  efining cell and virus quality is the heart of suc-
cessful cell and gene therapy production. Process 
analytical technology (PAT) that enables real-time 

monitoring and feedback control of manufacturing processes 
has the potential to increase productivity and product quality. 
Some solutions are currently available and being applied in 
the industry, but they do have limitations. 

Greater process and product understanding and advances 
in fundamental technologies will be required before wide-
spread application of PAT occurs for cell- and gene-therapy 
manufacturing. The excitement around these novel medi-
cines will likely, however, help drive that needed innovation.

NUMEROUS BENEFITS OF REAL-TIME 
MONITORING AND FEEDBACK CONTROL
Real-time monitoring and feedback control for cell- and 
gene-therapy manufacturing would allow real-time deci-
sion-making, reduce processing bottlenecks, and enhance 
process reproducibility and batch-to-batch comparability, 

according to Inbar Friedrich Ben-Nun, associate director of 
cell therapy R&D at Lonza. Making time-sensitive infor-
mation available at a point where forward manufacturing 
decisions can still be made increases the value of process data, 
adds Richard Harrison, collaborations manager with Cell 
and Gene Therapy Catapult. 

Reduction of manual process interventions would also 
result in decreased batch variability and/or failure, and lower 
the cost of manufacturing by reducing the use of various 
offline equipment and labor for analysis, Friedrich Ben-Nun 
says. Reductions in costs could also be realized through 
intensification of processes into smaller footprints and a 
reduction in number of operators required to run processes, 
while earlier alerts when failure does occur would help min-
imize lost product and the allocation of resources to failed 
batches, observes Harrison.

Cover Story: Process Control
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In addition to the development 
and implementation of robust and 
consistent manufacturing processes, 
real-time monitoring and feedback 
control enable a more flexible, tun-
able approach to manufacturing rather 
than a “one-size-fits-all” strategy, com-
ments Pratik Jaluria, global head of 
technical development for cell thera-
pies at Novartis. That would be par-
ticularly beneficial with respect to 
affording higher yields and account-
ing for donor-to-donor variability with 
autologous therapies, John Churchwell, 
senior scientist, Technology and 
Process Innovation at Cell and Gene 
Therapy Catapult, remarks.

Deeper insights into key inputs/out-
puts that could be predictive of clin-
ical efficacy and safety would also be 
enabled by real-time monitoring and 
feedback control, according to Jaluria. 
Reductions in analysis times, mean-
while, would shorten the overall prod-
uct release timeline, says Francesca 
Rossetti, analytical methods develop-
ment manager with AGC Biologics’ 
Milan Cell & Gene Therapy Center of 
Excellence. “Real-time release of prod-
ucts,” concludes Churchwell, “would 
save time and money and get treat-
ments to patients faster.”

IDENTIFYING THE  
RIGHT PARAMETERS
The application of a quality-by-de-
sign (QbD) approach and PAT for 
real-t ime monitor ing and feed-
back control for advanced therapy  
m e d i c i n a l  p r o d u c t  ( AT M P ) -
manufacturing first requires the 
identification of relevant critical 
process parameters (CPPs), which 
can be challenging. “While many 
critical quality attributes (CQAs) are 
intuitive, such as quality, purity, and 
potency for cell therapies and addi-
tionally titer, infectivity, and empty/
full capsid ratios for viral vectors, 
the process parameters that relate 
to these attributes are less obvious,” 
Churchwell explains. 

“An effective approach is to inves-
tigate these correlations using a bio-
marker identification strategy that 
involves applying bioinformatic and 
systems-biology tools such as pathway 
analysis and canonical correlation anal-
ysis,” Churchwell believes.

TARGETING UPSTREAM 
CONTROL FOR  
CELL THERAPIES
Cell quantity and quality are critical for 
the efficacy of cell-therapy applications 
and patient safety. Current cell-ther-
apy manufacturing processes are, how-
ever, relatively fragmented, according 
to Brian Hassell, founder and CTO 
of Nirrin Technologies. “The goal for 
future PAT solutions, therefore, will be 
to connect all of the pieces of the cell 
therapy process,” he states. 

Upstream cell-therapy processes, 
says Friedrich Ben-Nun, are usually 
continuous and involve long culture 
periods that allow for cell activation, 
cell expansion, and cell maturation or 
differentiation. Cell density can impact 
many aspects of culture processes, 
from gas exchange to the frequency 
of media replacement. Changes in the 
process, meanwhile, can affect cell via-
bility and performance. 

“For these reasons, it would be ideal 
during upstream processes to mon-
itor cell density, cell viability, nutri-
ents/metabolites in the culture media, 
growth factors in the media, cell per-
formance (i.e., cytokine secretion), 
cell identity (via cell-surface markers 
or genetic markers), and bioburden,” 
Friedrich Ben-Nun comments. 

Downstream processing of cell 
therapies, however, is generally differ-
ent than that for traditional biolog-
ics. Cells are not commonly purified 
through a traditional chromatography 
column, though magnetic columns can 
be used with soluble components being 
added first to the cells, Jaluria explains.

“Considering the short term of the 
downstream process for cell therapies, 
it might be redundant or plethoric to 

apply PAT solutions, especially if they 
have not been adopted by regulatory 
authorities as substitutes for traditional 
cell-based assays. Nevertheless, this 
situation can lead to at-risk process-
ing until the desired parameter can be 
measured,” Friedrich Ben-Nun says.

Jaluria adds that because down-
stream processing for cell therapies 
is really more about cell washing and 
buffer exchange, fill/finish technology 
equipped with sensors enabling real-
time monitoring of specific quality 
attributes would be highly sought after. 

Ideally, Jaluria observes, the impact 
of each unit operation on cell recov-
ery including desired populations, 
cellular metabolic states, and other 
cellular properties would be evaluated.  

“In general,” Hassell concludes, “we 
need to be able to turn the knobs on 
transduction and expansion culture 
parameters while observing quanti-
tative readouts for cellular identity, 
quantity and quality/function and 
have similar capabilities for down-
stream to ensure that final purification, 
formulation and storage do not affect 
any of the aforementioned attributes 
before administration of the product 
to the patient.”

ADDITIONAL VIRUS-RELATED 
MONITORING NEEDED FOR 
VIRAL THERAPIES
While for viral vectors the cells are not 
the therapeutic product, many of the 
same process parameters need to be 
monitored during upstream processing 
(e.g., transfection or infection of cells). 
Additional upstream CQAs that should 
be monitored include viral particle 
production and packaging (full/partial/
empty capsids), according to Friedrich 
Ben-Nun. Rossetti agrees that real-time 
monitoring would also be useful in viral 
particles testing to determine the best 
timing for vector harvest.

During downstream processing, 
Friedrich Ben-Nun says there is a need 
to continuously monitor the process, 
verify the viral product concentration, 
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test for bioburden, identify empty 
vs. full capsids, and measure aggre-
gates and other process-related impu-
rities. “Particle aggregation,” stresses 
Rossetti, “is a very important parameter 
that should be monitored in real-time 
in order to reduce the risk of a low  
filtration yield.”

In general, Jaluria believes that 
PAT can aid in reducing the batch-to-
batch variability commonly observed 
in current viral-vector manufacturing 
processes, which can impact a host of 
outputs including yield and various 
characteristics associated with release 
testing. “The implementation of PAT 
during all stages of production can 
improve process efficiency and increase 
product quality and safety,” Friedrich 
Ben-Nun confirms.

APPLICATION OF PAT FOR 
CELL AND GENE THERAPY 
PRODUCTION IN ITS INFANCY
At present, only a few PAT solutions 
are being implemented for cell- and 
gene-therapy manufacturing. Many are 
the same as those used for cell-culture 
processes for traditional biologics, includ-
ing sensors for monitoring dissolved oxy-
gen, pH, temperature, and other basic 
process parameters. Most analyses for 
CQAs, however, are still performed 
offline, limiting their value for enhancing 
process control, Hassell states.  

Enzymatic patch sensors for glucose/
pH and basic capacitance-based pH 
probes are probably the most widely 
used PAT solutions today, observes 
Harrison. For more complex analytical 
monitoring, he notes that Raman spec-
troscopy represents the most mature of 
the complex spectroscopic PAT tools. 
Overall, though, Churchwell agrees 
that in the public domain there is lim-
ited application of advanced PAT in 
upstream ATMP manufacture and PAT 
in cell- and gene-therapy manufactur-
ing is in its infancy.

The application of advanced PAT 
techniques such as Raman and 2D 
fluorescence spectroscopy have been 

shown, though, to enable real-time 
monitoring of a large number of addi-
tional parameters, Churchwell states. 
Examples include glucose, lactate, glu-
tamine, glutamate, ammonia, total and 
viable cell density (TCD/VCD), prod-
uct titer, cofactors, vitamins, and amino 
acids. Capacitance/dielectric spectros-
copy also allows the direct monitoring 
of viable biomass, he says. 

Specifically for some viral vectors, 
Jaluria adds that in-process sizing (i.e., 
cell size changes) and visualization are 
commonly used for upstream monitor-
ing, with technologies that evaluate par-
ticle formation (charge-detection mass 
spectrometry, cryoelectron microscopy, 
and reverse-phase high performance 
liquid chromatography) increasingly 
being applied to intermediates. 

During downstream purification, 
Friedrich Ben-Nun points to in-line 
pressure measurement during depth 
filtration as a PAT solution useful for 
indicating clogging for both cell thera-
pies and viral vectors. She also notes that 
inline pressure and conductivity mea-
surements are often collected during tan-
gential filtration used for the harvest and 
formulation steps, while inline pressure, 
pH, conductivity, and UV absorbance 
monitoring are implemented during col-
umn chromatography for viral vectors. 

Multi-angle light scattering (MALS), 
notes Churchwell, allows determination 
of the molecular weight of adeno-asso-
ciated virus (AAV) vectors and quanti-
fication of the empty/full capsid ratio in 
downstream purification.

CURRENT LIMITATIONS
There are many reasons why PAT has 
not yet been widely implemented for 
cell- and gene-therapy manufacturing. 
At a fundamental level, there remains 
limited access to suitable technologies 
due to the need for advances in ana-
lytical technologies. Expertise in PAT 
is also needed, as in many instances 
existing processes/workflows need to be 
significantly modified before PAT can 
be implemented, according to Jaluria.

“The most widely in-process mea-
surements only provide very basic 
process information. While the more 
complex spectroscopic PAT solutions 
such as Raman and other spectral 
techniques can give increasingly rich 
datasets, they are harder to robustly 
implement into a process and require 
dedicated expertise and experimen-
tal discovery runs in order to achieve 
performance at the required level,” 
Churchwell elucidates. “All advanced 
PATs have strengths and weaknesses; 
there is often a trade-off between sensi-
tivity and chemical specificity,” he adds.

Robustness is also essential, stresses 
Hassell, because every company runs 
processes differently. Achieving a suffi-
cient dynamic range for PAT sensors is 
an incredibly difficult problem to solve, 
however, primarily because processes 
can vary by two to three orders of mag-
nitude, and manipulation of samples 
(concentration, dilution) introduces 
error. “For effective PAT, sensors need 
to be able to adapt to dynamic range 
and work across all scenarios,” he insists.

The complexity of  cel l-  and 
gene-therapy manufacturing processes 
is also an important factor, according 
to Friedrich Ben-Nun. Measuring key 
factors in culture media, such as small 
molecules and growth factors, is gen-
erally not possible with most current 
PAT solutions. The complexity of the 
raw materials used in these processes 
can also hinder adoption of current 
PAT techniques, she says. In addition, 
the need for a high level of product 
understanding necessitates multiple 
experiments, with any process change 
requiring repetition of that work. The 
result, at least initially, can be manufac-
turing delays and/or deviations, which 
can put the process and product at risk.

MORE PRODUCT 
UNDERSTANDING, BETTER 
SAMPLING, AND CHALLENGES
The need to gain better product and 
process understanding—by running 
many experiments to enable linkage of 
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product CQAs to CPPs—is, according 
to Friedrich Ben-Nun, an important 
challenge facing the implementation of 
PAT for cell- and gene-therapy man-
ufacturing. Another is the large num-
ber of unit operations involved in some 
manufacturing processes, which means 
large numbers of CPPs that must be 
measured and higher capital investment 
associated with PAT implementation. 

In addition, while regulatory 
agencies are encouraging the use 
of PAT for traditional biologic pro-
cessing and would likely be accepted 
or even encourage PAT for cell-  
and gene-therapy manufacturing, 
Friedrich Ben-Nun observes that it 
is not clear if PAT solutions could 
replace current offline bio-assays to 
determine, for instance, cell perfor-
mance and bioburden levels. 

There are fundamental techni-
cal challenges as well. “Much of the  
available tools were not explicitly 
designed for cell- and gene-therapy 
applications and may need re-de-
signing or qualification prior to use,” 
explains Churchwell. “We are therefore 
likely to see a number of new devices 
tailored for this market emerging 
over the coming years that allow the 
connection of relevant advanced PAT 
solutions,” he adds.

For cell therapies, Jaluria points to 
the need to get a meaningful mea-
surement of cellular properties quickly 
and in such a way that the material is 
not changing during sample prepa-
ration and manipulation so that the 
result is representative of the bulk that 
continues to be processed. “Reliable 
inline sensors that can provide release 
attributes in real time have yet to be 
developed,” he says. 

For viral vectors, there are chal-
lenges around the small particle size 
of these materials, some of which can 
only be quantified using molecular 
methods, such as polymerase chain 
reaction and enzyme-linked immu-
nosorbent assay (ELISA) techniques, 
according to Jaluria.

Sample size is also an issue. PAT 
methods must be developed that 
are highly sensitive and require only  
ver y smal l  volumes given that 
process intermediates are precious 
materials. Instrument capabilities,  
Hassell remarks, need to accommodate 
both smal l  samples  and wide  
dynamic ranges.

In that vein, instruments must 
also be able to work with minimal  
calibration and still give accurate 
measurements, particular ly when 
PAT is being applied to autologous  
therapies. “All patients are different, 
and there is tremendous variability in 
processes and products, so robustness 
is essential across unknown scenarios,” 
underscores Hassell. Standardization 
of integration across scales and  
platforms and wide acceptance of  
re l iable scale-down models  for  
developing and implementing PAT 
solutions are needed.

The lack of organizational aware-
ness of the QbD methodology as 
applied to ATMPs and incorporat-
ing PAT to enable digitized manu-
facturing is another great challenge, 
according to Churchwell. “There is 
limited understanding of automation, 
physical techniques, and data-analy-
sis/statistical-modeling methodologies. 
Implementing PAT solutions requires 
an integrated approach involving bio-
marker/CQA identification, PAT sen-
sor application and the concomitant 
application of design-of-experiment 
approaches,” he explains.

Rossetti adds that the complex 
and time-consuming nature of most 
assays used for the characterization of 
ATMPs is a significant hurdle to the 
development of effective PAT solu-
tions. “Many of these assays cannot 
easily be performed in a manner that 
generates results in real-time,” she 
explains. At AGC Biologics, to help 
reduce these challenges, the company 
developed a custom analytical plat-
form. Optimization of the number and 
volume of samples required for qual-

ity control allows for faster turnaround 
times and reduced product consumption. 

AN INDUSTRY-WIDE AND 
COLLABORATIVE EFFORT  
TO ADVANCE SOLUTIONS
The interdisciplinary nature of cell and 
gene therapies has led to collaboration 
on research and development efforts 
spanning the fields of physics, chemistry, 
cell biology, engineering, computer sci-
ence, and many others. 

Greater dialogue between health 
authorities and drug developers around 
the numerous challenges facing cell 
and gene therapy manufacturing could 
also lay the foundation for how new 
technologies can be assessed and imple-
mented, Jaluria believes. “One potential 
outcome of this interaction could be 
the preparation of general guidelines in 
which national or international agen-
cies provide avenues and best practices 
around novel analytical technologies, 
progressing the field,” he says.

Industry-wide collaborations such as 
the National Institute for Innovation 
in Manufacturing Biopharmaceuticals, 
BioPhorum Cell & Gene Therapy, and 
Cell and Gene Therapy Catapult are, 
meanwhile, allowing companies to 
partner in advancing solutions. 

As one specific example, Cell and 
Gene Therapy Catapult formed the 
PAT consortium to accelerate tech-
nology development and potentially 
lower the cost of cell-and gene-therapy 
manufacturing. This consortium will 
build industry awareness and leverage 
relevant skillsets to enable more rapid 
uptake of PAT technologies and digi-
tized automation strategies and sensor 
integration. The consortium comprises 
more than 20 organizations ranging 
from pharmaceutical companies and 
technology providers to therapy devel-
opers and charities. 

One goal of the PAT consortium is 
to act as a catalyst in accelerating the 
development of the necessary knowl-
edge and understanding at reduced cost 
and investment risk to each organization.
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“By reducing the barrier to entry for 
these technologies, we hope that more 
companies are able to take advantage of 
these techniques,” notes Harrison.  The 
PAT consortium is the first large-scale 
dissemination activity in this field, but 
other “exciting future collaborations” can 
be expected. “With these efforts and the 
efforts of those across the industry, we 
expect to see an increase in the number 
of vendors supplying cell- and gene-ther-
apy-specific instrumentation and a 
reduction in the barrier to entry for all 
cell- and gene-therapy companies to take 
advantage of these techniques in their 
processes,” Harrison ventures.

ACTIVE RESEARCH AREA
Companies such as Lonza and Novartis 
are constantly evaluating potential new 
technologies that may overcome the 
challenges facing the industrialization 
of cell and gene therapies. “PAT is an 
active area of research, and a number 
of companies are looking to introduce 
their solutions in the next few years that 
could address many of the current bot-
tlenecks,” Jaluria observes.

Rossetti points to the use of micro-
fluidic systems to perform automated 
protein analyses (ELISA, Western 
Blot) as solutions that would allow 
operators to analyze more samples in 
the same test run, reducing time and 
cost. She cautions, though, that while 
these new and automated technologies 
show promising features, their devel-
opment must be further advanced to 
ensure compliance with GMP regula-
tory requirements. 

Nirrin Technologies is focused on 
developing PAT solutions based on near 
infrared (NIR) technology that address 
specific industry issues. “We use NIR 
optical sensors combined with machine 
learning to enable the next generation 
of upstream and downstream sensor 
solutions,” Hassell explains. He notes 
that the company is focused on the 
largest unmet needs, including easy-to-
use, robust, accurate measurements for 
glucose, VCD/TCD and titer, with an 

emphasis on control system integration 
using the DeltaV Distributed Control 
System from Emerson.

HOPES FOR TRUE  
REAL-TIME MONITORING
Ultimately, the goal is to have real-time 
monitoring methods that can be imple-
mented both upstream and downstream 
that require minimal sample volumes, 
enable comprehensive characterization of 
nucleic acids (RNA, DNA) and protein 
targets, and can be paired with control 
software for unit operations that allows 
for easy data analysis.

“At the deepest level,” states Hassell, 
“we want sufficient -omics content for 
understanding cell function, identity, and 
quality. For example, proteomics and 
transcriptomics combined with cytokine/
chemokine analysis. Combined with data 
on more macroscopic properties such as 
cell number quantitation, viral titer, and 
full-versus-empty status for viral vectors, 
this type of solution would support the 
ultimate manufacturing platform.”

At Cell and Gene Therapy Catapult, 
the goal is to identify novel techniques 
and/or techniques that are new to the 
field that can address in-process measure-
ment challenges in the industry. “In this 
respect, we are agnostic as to the specific 
methods employed, provided they help 
us measure identified CPPs and CQAs,” 
Churchwell comments.

Specific PAT solutions that Friedrich 
Ben-Nun would like to see realized 
include a rapid real-time method to 
monitor growth factors during cell pro-
duction; a real-time method to identify 
cell-type impurities such as immature 
or undifferentiated cells during manu-
facturing; a real-time method for detect-
ing cell characteristic changes (cell shape, 
nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio, hormone 
secretion, etc.) as an indicator of process 
success; a real-time method for moni-
toring virus particle number, aggregation, 
and genomic content; biomarker-based 
methods for correlating or predict-
ing product potency; a rapid real-time 
method to identify impurities during 

viral-vector purification; and incorpora-
tion of automated sample systems with 
targeted analytical solutions.

For vector production processes, 
Rossetti says that rapid ELISA assay 
testing with microfluidic technology for 
quantification of the p24 capsid pro-
tein could help to immediately under-
stand the production yield and decide 
if a team should proceed with down-
stream processing. She also notes that 
real-time analysis of process-related con-
taminates during downstream processing 
would also be valuable. For cell therapies, 
Rosetti would also appreciate a PAT sys-
tem that can analyze not only viability, 
but immunophenotype as well, to bet-
ter characterize cell subpopulations and 
evaluate the level of differentiation for 
products that are ultimately being infused 
into patients.

IDEAL TIMING
As the field continues to mature, cell- 
and gene-therapy manufacturing are 
perfectly positioned to benefit from 
advances in PAT technology developed 
for mammalian manufacturing of tra-
ditional biologics. “Fine-tuning and 
optimization of the tools developed for 
mammalian manufacturing of biologics 
will be critical to enable the adoption of 
PAT for cell- and gene-therapy manu-
facturing,” Friedrich Ben-Nun says. She 
adds, though, that new PAT solutions 
with specific applications to cell- and 
gene-therapy manufacturing will need 
to be developed in order to support 
the variable process pipeline in cell and 
gene therapy. 

Jaluria agrees that there are great 
opportunities in the space of inline and 
nondestructive analytics for use in the 
production of cell and gene therapies. 
Hassell goes even further: “The timing 
is ideal for PAT in cell and gene ther-
apy. It will start to succeed because of 
the immense amount of research and 
excitement surrounding ATMPs such 
as cell and gene therapies, which is driv-
ing the development of novel, next-gen-
eration biological sensors.”
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generic assay kits for HCP detection. Its repu-
tation for quality is recognized by the industry 
and global regulatory agencies. It continues 
to advance the science of bioprocess impurity 
detection with new breakthroughs, includ-
ing its Antibody Affinity Extraction (AAE™) 
technology and orthogonal methods of HCP 
analysis that integrate Mass Spectrometry, 
AAE and ELISA. To reduce the cost and risk 
associated with viral clearance studies, Cygnus 
also offers a unique approach that utilizes non-
infectious mock virus particles through its 
MockV™ virus clearance kits.

Cygnus’ proprietary technology, available 
through its off-the-shelf and custom analytics 
programs, sets the gold standard for enabling 
HCP and other bioprocess impurity antibody 
assays. Cygnus delivers best-in-class customer 
service and technical expertise, operational 
excellence and ISO-9001:2015 certified qual-
ity management systems. 

Company Description
Cygnus Technologies, part of Maravai 
LifeSciences, is the biopharmaceutical indus-
try’s partner in host cell protein (HCP) and 
other process-related impurity detection and 
analytics. In addition, Cygnus now provides 
innovative viral clearance solutions.

Cygnus helps companies developing thera-
peutic proteins, vaccines, antibodies, plasma 
derivatives, and gene therapies to ensure the 
safety of biotherapeutics prior to human trials, 
regulatory approval, and commercial release. 
Cygnus provides analytical tools and solu-
tions delivering insights to improve bioprocess 
development for faster regulatory approval and 
better clinical outcomes.  

Cygnus is an industry pioneer responsible 
for developing and commercializing the first 

Cygnus Technologies
Your Partner for Host Cell Protein Analytics for Over 25 Years 
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Keep Pace with the Latest 
Industry Trends with PDA

The Parenteral Drug Association (PDA) is the leading global provider of science, technology, 
regulatory information, and education for the bio/pharmaceutical community. For 75 years, since 
its founding as a non-profi t in 1946, PDA has been committed to developing scientifi cally sound, 
practical technical information and resources to advance science and regulation through the 
expertise of our more than 10,500 members worldwide.

PDA is a truly global organization, with membership 
nearly equally divided between those working in 
the U.S. and in other regions around the world. 
Represented in this diverse membership is a growing 
number of early career professionals and students.

Recognized for our expertise and authority in the fi eld 
of parenteral science and technology, PDA is leading 
the way in promoting the exchange of information on 
rapidly evolving technology and regulations to ensure 
high-quality pharmaceutical production.

PDA supports its mission to advance 
pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical science 
and regulation so members can better serve 
patients by:

• Providing global forums, both in person 
and virtually, for the scientifi c community, 
regulators, and industry professionals on 
emerging trends within the industry

• Delivering unique, hands-on, interactive 
education and training courses through PDA’s 
manufacturing training facility and online

• Fostering career-long learning and professional 
development

• Encouraging scientifi c information sharing 
among industry peers

• Serving as a leading contributor of information 
and expertise to infl uence global industry and 
regulatory solutions.

PDA draws its strength from its members, which 
includes a corps of 2,500 active volunteers. Our 
conferences, meetings, and training courses bring 
together pharmaceutical manufacturers, suppliers, end 
users, academics, and regulatory offi  cials in person 
and online for an unprecedented level of exchange on 
timely issues of mutual interest and concern.

Through the development of Technical Reports on 
pressing industry topics and responses to regulatory 
initiatives, PDA and its members infl uence the future 
course of pharmaceutical products technology. 
A natural progression was for PDA to expand this 
expertise into the world of creating standards that 
provide guidance to industry on best practices for 
drug manufacturing for patient use. In 2017, PDA was 
accepted as an ANSI-accredited standards developer. 
PDA has released several standards and has several 
others in various stages of development.

Our internationally recognized publications, PDA 
Journal of Pharmaceutical Science and Technology 
and PDA Letter, keep pharmaceutical manufacturing 
professionals up to date on the latest science and 
current industry and regulatory news.

Together, these activities promote the advancement 
of pharmaceutical science in the interest of the 
ultimate end-user—the patient.

PDA
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 600, Bethesda, MD 20814, USA 

TELEPHONE +1.301.656.5900 | FAX +1.301.986.0296
EMAIL info@pda.org | WEBSITE pda.org
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The 2022 PDA Annual Meeting is returning to an in-person
format and promises to have something for everyone!

Focusing on the theme, Level Up: Agility in the New Normal, the
conference will highlight what’s in store for the future of
pharmaceutical manufacturing.

Dive into exciting interactive sessions to fi nd out how companies are developing new 
modalities and adapting to the current manufacturing environment through the modernization 
of aging facilities and the adoption of innovative approaches and processes.

With tracks specifi cally designed for manufacturing leaders, technical experts/scientists, and 
early career professionals, no matter what your area of focus, you are sure to come away with 
tangible, practical solutions to improve your operations and your standing within your company.

Visit pda.org/2022annual for updates on the intriguing lineup of sessions, 
speakers, and engaging networking activities!

REGISTER 
EARLY

TO SAVE

https://www.pda.org/global-event-calendar/event-detail/2022-pda-annual-meeting
https://www.pda.org/global-event-calendar/event-detail/2022-pda-annual-meeting
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Formulating Autologous  
Therapies for Cancer

Autologous tumor cells engineered for immune system stimulation can target 
unique metabolic, genomic, and phenotypic characteristics of cancer cells.

RAYMOND P. GOODRICH, AMANDA GUTH, JON WESTON, TERRY OPGENORTH, AND GARY GORDON

T raditional approaches to treating patients with cancer 
are based primarily on maximizing the destruction of 
tumor cells while minimizing the damage to healthy 

cells. The ability of chemical agents, radiation, and surgical 
procedures to destroy or remove tumor cells while preserving 
the functionality of healthy tissue is the basis of every form 
of cancer therapy. The result of this quest has yielded ther-
apeutic formulations targeting unique metabolic, genomic, 
and phenotypic characteristics of cancer cells for the treat-
ment of patients with cancer. 

Advances in our understanding of immunology and the 
body’s ability to defend itself against aberrant cells and tissue 
have afforded new tools in our search for better treatments 
and cures. Most of these approaches rely on the body’s inher-
ent ability to distinguish between cancerous cells and healthy 
tissue and to respond through both the production of anti-
bodies (humoral immunity) and the generation of cell-based 
immune responses. New formulations of autologous therapies 
for cancer are produced by culturing and expanding specific 
immune cell populations, specifically T cells (T lymphocyte), 
ex vivo, and training them for seek-and-destroy missions 

when re-infused. These therapies have produced life-saving 
outcomes in patients, such as those suffering from B-cell 
lymphomas. Nonetheless, these methods have limitations such 
as non-specific targeting (e.g., destroying all B cells and not 
just the cancerous ones), cost of production, and complexities 
related to ex-vivo expansion of the engineered cells.

The complexity of steps involved in the production of tar-
geted T cells require ex-vivo expansion and manipulation of 
the immune cells, which in turn requires costly reagents to 
produce enough cells for administration. These manufacturing 
steps drive up cost, introduce logistical issues, and reduce the 
ability to treat the diverse nature of most tumors. For autol-
ogous therapies for cancer, new therapeutic formulations not 

Development
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only use the patient’s own immune cells 
but also their own tumor cells to gener-
ate therapeutic preparations for treating 
their specific cancer. This approach may 
address many of the current limitations 
of cell-based immunotherapy.

PATIENT-SPECIFIC IMMUNE 
THERAPY LIMITATIONS
The development of methods to manip-
ulate immune cells from a patient ex 
vivo has greatly increased the utility and 
benefit of cellular therapy and autolo-
gous, patient-specific immune therapies. 
The most recent example of Chimeric 
Antigen Receptor (CAR) T-cell therapy 
targeting B-cell lymphoma is perhaps 
the most specific illustration of how per-
sonalized cell therapy approaches can 
be effectively implemented with great 
benefit to patients (1). By developing 
methods to target CD19 antigen, ex 
vivo, T cells are generated with the abil-
ity to seek and destroy all cells express-
ing CD19 antigen. Both tumor cells 
and healthy B cells with this antigen 
are eliminated. The resulting reset of 
the immune system through triggering 
mechanisms that silence these altered 
T-cell clones can lead to the cure of the 
lymphoma that the patient has on board. 

Unfortunately, a reset such as this is 
not possible with other cell types. While 
it is feasible for an individual to sur-
vive for a period without B cells, it is 
not possible for them to survive if all 
lung, colon, liver, and/or other solid 
organ tissue were similarly targeted for 
elimination. The limitation of T-cell 
therapies of this type are thus depen-
dent on identifying antigens that are 
specific to the tumor (neoantigens) but 
not present on the healthy cells. The 
presence of such specific antigens allows 
the immune system to distinguish 
between healthy and cancerous and thus 
eliminate the tumor more specifically. 
Unfortunately, targeting against a spe-
cific neoantigen may prove insufficient 
since tumors may contain a plethora 
of these tumor-specific antigens, which 
are not expressed across every cell in an 

individual’s tumor. This issue can lead to 
the escape of some tumor cells, resulting 
in tumor regrowth if the targeting is 
too specific. In recent years, multiple 
new cell therapies have entered clinical 
trials and are reporting improved effi-
cacy over the standard of care (2). These 
therapies are using genomic analysis 
and artificial intelligence to identify or 
predict neoantigens on individual 
patient tumors. Researchers then con-
struct peptide vaccines or potentiate 
harvested patient immune cells to the 
neoantigens for reinfusion.

T-cell culturing and dendritic cell 
manipulation ex vivo also require a 
complex logistical framework for man-
ufacture. First, immune cells must be 
harvested from the patient in suffi-
cient quantities to allow subsequent 
culturing and expansion. These pro-
cesses often take weeks of ex-vivo 
manipulation in cell bioreactors using 
reagents and culture conditions that 
promote cell expansion of specific cell 
types to the exclusion of others. An 
insufficient yield of cells at the end of 
culture could mean that the patient is 
unable to subsequently receive an effec-

tive therapeutic dose of the altered cells. 
The ex-vivo manipulation of the prod-
uct required also introduces challenges 
in maintaining sterility and covering 
high costs associated with the reagents 
and procedures needed to drive cell 
differentiation in culture along the 
desired pathways. The average cost of 
CAR-T therapy exceeded $400,000 
per treatment in the initial introduc-
tion, and reimbursement today remains 
at $240,000 in most settings (3). This 
limits the number of patients for whom 
such treatment is accessible.

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH: 
CAR-T THERAPY IN REVERSE
An alternative method to ex-vivo 
manipulation of the immune cells is to 
modulate immune responses in vivo by 
presenting the tumor antigens to the 
immune cells in an environment sep-
arate from the tumor microenviron-
ment where immune suppressors may 
be expressed by the tumor cells, thus 
reducing immune response at the local 
site of the tumor. Such an approach 
would allow the type of cell modification 
that CAR-T therapy achieves ex vivo to 
occur in vivo through the presentation 
of tumor antigen to the immune system 
that the patient has on board.

Several methods using specific tumor 
antigens or whole tumor cells, which 
have been inactivated before adminis-
tration, have been utilized previously 
with moderate success (4). Single anti-
gen approaches, however, face the same 
challenges that CAR-T cell therapy 
faces. Elimination of specific clones of 
a tumor may not lead to complete clear-
ance of all tumor cells in a patient. The 
use of whole, inactivated cells requires 
that the cells be rendered incapable of 
replication post-infusion to prevent the 
regrowth of tumors in the patient. To 
assure complete inactivation, common 
methods employ chemical agents such 
as formalin, ultraviolet (UV) light, or 
gamma irradiation of sufficient energy 
and dose to destroy cell replication 
processes. The harsh and non-spe-
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cific nature of the chemistry that these 
methods invoke results in cells that are 
not only inactivated but also rendered 
altered from the native antigen state 
that these tumor cells express. As a 
result, these methods often require large 
amounts of tumor material to induce 
a strong immune response, effectively 
increasing the dose to levels at which 
sufficient amounts of the native tumor 
antigen are still capable of generating 
immune reaction to those antigens. 

Currently, we are exploring the abil-
ity of a method initially developed to 
treat blood products for the prevention 
of transfusion-transmitted infections to 
create inactivated tumor cells that can 
subsequently be used, in combination 
with Th1-promoting adjuvants, to stim-
ulate an immune response in vivo in pre-
clinical models (5). This photochemical 
approach uses Riboflavin (vitamin B2) 
and UV light of specific wavelengths to 
generate specific modifications to tumor 
cell DNA that prevent replication of 
these cells (6). The specific nature of the 
chemistry for nucleic acid modification 
without alteration of proteins and anti-
gens in the tumor cells yields cells that 
lack the ability to replicate but maintain 
their native antigen profile. In addition, 
these treated cells maintain cell metab-
olism and protein expression following 
treatment like blood cells treated simi-
larly without the ability to replicate (7).

Tumor cells treated by this process 
were evaluated in immune-compe-
tent mouse models and shown to slow 
tumor growth, reduce metastatic disease, 
and stimulate immune cell responses 
to tumor tissue (8). In canine studies, 
preparations of tumor cells at doses as 
low as 1E+06 tumor cells per dose stim-
ulate immune cytokine production and 
reduce tumor cell immunosuppressive 
cytokine expression. Doses of product 
sufficient to treat autochthonous tumors 
in dogs without inducing adverse acute 
reactions were reported previously (9).  

The production of these materials 
does not require ex-vivo expansion of 
the cells, thus reducing turnaround 

time and complexity of providing 
the therapy to patients. In a canine 
cancer trial conducted at the Flint 
Animal Cancer Center at Colorado 
State University, we tested the logis-
tical practicality of using a biopsy or 
excised tumor tissue obtained at the 
Cancer Center, processing it at the 
PhotonPharma labs at the Research 
Innovation Center on campus, and 
returning the products to the canine 
subjects within one to seven days of 
their initial clinic visit. Production 
of the inactivated cells requires less 
than two hours using equipment and 
disposables that already received a 
Conformitè Europëenne Mark and 
are available in routine clinical use in 
blood centers globally (10).

Injection of the inactivated cells in an 
autologous fashion allows for the gen-
eration of immune response targeted 
to the patient’s specific tumor type and 
all tumor antigens that may be present 
in that patient’s tumor. The extensive 
experience of using treated blood prod-
ucts, which include nucleated leukocytes 
and lymphocytes from allogeneic donors, 
demonstrates the safety of the infusion 
of nucleated cells treated by this pro-
cess. Riboflavin is a substance that has an 
extensive toxicology profile showing its 
safety after exposure to UV light in the 
process that is utilized here for creating 
inactivated tumor cells (11).

The low-cost profile of the equipment 
and disposables required for producing 
the inactivated cells via this method 
also has distinct advantages that may 
increase the accessibility of this therapy 
in patients with solid-organ tumors. As 
extensive ex-vivo manipulation of the 
product is not required, production costs 
for such a therapy can also be limited 
and made more accessible for patients, 
healthcare providers, and national health 
services. Such an approach could make 
cellular therapy methods available to 
populations in many regions of the world 
today for which these procedures are 
currently inaccessible due to cost and 
complexity of implementation.

Our initial focus of work is the 
development of this therapy for treat-
ing patients with breast cancer. These 
tumors are generally accessible via 
biopsy or surgical excision. Breast can-
cer patients also experience high levels 
of metastatic relapse potential due to 
the nature of these tumors and the 
fact that chemotherapy or radiation  
therapy may allow for the survival of 
small populations of resistant cells. An 
autologous therapy approach as out-
lined in this article has the potential 
to reduce the likelihood of disease 
relapse in this patient population. Such 
an approach could also add another 
dimension to treating other solid organ 
tumors. This could include follow-up 
in such patients in a way that boosts 
the efficacy of more conventional treat-
ments. The specificity of the therapy 
to the patient’s own tumor makes a 
response in each patient more relevant 
to their specific tumor composition, 
providing a lower likelihood of immu-
nological escape. In the end, tumor 
material that is otherwise discarded 
can be applied to defeat the disease 
that led to its existence to begin with.
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Ensuring Quality When Sourcing 
Biopharmaceutical Raw Materials

Defining expectations, such as GMPs, is paramount  
for sourcing the right biopharmaceutical raw materials.

MEG RIVERS

F or biological molecules to be safe and possess both 
high quality and efficacy, raw material quality control 
strategies are of the utmost importance. According 

to an article published by the Parenteral Drug Association 
(PDA), to achieve safety, quality, and efficacy, the following 
must be considered (1):

•  Supplier qualification system to assess raw material: 
origin risk, supply risk, and quality risk

• Raw material quality testing strategies, including if 
specific tests are needed for particular raw materials.

Assessing supply risk, specifically, can include evaluating 
raw material availability, secondary options for supply, audits, 
and contractual agreements, while gauging quality risk may 
include evaluating consistency between lots, according to the 
PDA article (1). Raw material quality control strategies are 
essential to help ensure product quality and mitigate adven-
titious agent contamination risk (1).

Udo Losehand, head of global technical developers, 
Roquette—a supplier of biopharmaceutical raw materials—
as well as Nate Fillipan, senior specialist, quality assurance; 
Stephanie Walsh, director, supply chain; and Paul Schildgen, 

director, manufacturing process optimization, all of Catalent 
Biologics—a manufacturer of biopharmaceutical raw mate-
rials—share with BioPharm International how to determine 
the quality of raw materials, regulatory requirements to be 
aware of, supply chain challenges, and what factors must be 
considered when sourcing raw materials.  

BEHIND THE SCENES:  
SUPPLYING RAW MATERIALS
BioPharm: What is the general procedure for making raw 
materials? 

Losehand (Roquette): Roquette is vertically integrated, 
and, therefore, performs every step of the manufacturing 
process in-house. This starts with the selection of appropri-
ate grains and the extraction of starch, through to the man-
ufacture of a high-quality product via enzymatic processing, 
hydrogenation, purification, packaging, and release testing.

BioPharm: When a client approaches you for raw mate-
rials, what is that process like? Do you provide a consult 
as to whether specific materials are suitable for the client’s 
intended purpose? 

Upstream Processing
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Losehand (Roquette): Indeed, for 
every customer request we receive, we 
evaluate the purpose and intended use 
of the ingredient in detail. This enables 
us to identify a product from our port-
folio that is fit for purpose.

TESTING STRATEGIES AND 
ENSURING QUALITY 
BioPharm: What testing strategies do 
you have in place to ensure the quality 
of raw materials? 

Losehand (Roquette): We pro-
duce our raw materials according to 
good manufacturing practice (GMP) 
guidelines using processes validated 
for the manufacture of United States 
Pharmacopeia (USP)-compliant prod-
ucts. A combination of testing spec-
ifications for every batch, as well as 
routinely monitoring key performance 
indicators, means we can ensure the 
highest quality ingredients possible. 

BioPharm: How can the quality 
of biopharmaceutical raw materials be 
determined, specifically if it isn’t suit-
able for an intended application? 

Fillipan (Catalent Biologics): 
Risk assessment and collaboration with 
the project sponsor [Catalent’s clients] 
are necessary for all instances where 
materials may not be suitable for an 
intended purpose. Specific use-test-
ing, process development activities, and 

material qualification can be employed 
to help justify the use and mitigate risk.

DEFINING GMP
BioPharm: What does GMP mean 
for your company and its products? 

Losehand (Roquette): Excipients 
play a critical role in the manufacture 
of medicines, helping to preserve the 
efficacy, safety, and stability of active 
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). 
That’s why GMP manufacturing is 
such a significant part of Roquette 
Pharma Solutions’ DNA, to ensure 
each and every one of our customers’ 
products deliver its promised bene-
fits to patients. Roquette has over 50 
years of experience in the manufacture 
of pharmaceutical raw materials, com-
plying with the appropriate GMP, for 
instance with ICH Q7 [International 
Council for Harmonisation of Technical 
Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for 
Human Use] for the APIs produced 
by Roquette (2). Meanwhile, our entire 
portfolio of biopharma raw materi-
als meets GMP requirements for the 
International Pharmaceutical Excipients 
Council Federation’s validation of 
excipients. Our manufacturing site for 
biopharma raw materials is registered 
by the French Health Authority and 
audited regularly by the various regula-
tory agencies (e.g., FDA) as well.

BioPharm: GMP can mean different 
things to different suppliers. How can a 
company ensure a supplier’s GMP stan-
dard meets its bioprocessing needs?

Walsh (Catalent Biologics): From 
a supply chain perspective, providing 
our suppliers with clear expectations 
and regular feedback with regard to the 
GMP standard is critical to assuring 
that these suppliers will operate in a 
manner—and supply products—that 
will meet our needs. We do this at the 
site level with our material on-board-
ing process (including impact assess-
ment), material specification process, 
and supplier complaint process. At the 
corporate level, expectation-setting and 
feedback are facilitated through sup-

plier-relationship management (SRM) 
programs and the global supplier quality 
management audit process.

SELECTING A SUPPLIER  
AS A MANUFACTURER
BioPharm: When deciding where to 
source raw materials and what suppli-
ers to work with, what factors must be 
considered? What could constitute an 
automatic pass for select raw materials? 

Schildgen (Catalent Biologics): 
Biopharmaceutical manufacturing now 
includes single-use consumables, which 
make up the majority of raw materials. 
Single-use consumables and equipment 
technologies are interdependent, and 
identifying a supplier means looking at 
the capability, reliability, and compli-
ance of both the equipment and sup-
porting consumables.

Fillipan (Catalent Biologics): 
Generally, for other materials, the highest 
grade with the most appropriate com-
pendial label claims is often the most 
desirable. Materials that are sold as 
research-grade are often much harder 
to justify because they may not have 
appropriate controls to prevent ingress 
of adventitious agents, may lack trans-
parency to the original manufacturer, or 
are unsupported by change management, 
which would complicate their use. 

Upstream Processing
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Walsh (Catalent Biologics): 
Normally, we also prefer to purchase 
directly from the manufacturer of a raw 
material or consumable. If we end up 
having to source from a distributor, trans-
parency, with regard to the actual man-
ufacturer, is paramount, as is the ability 
of the distributor (and manufacturer) to 
deploy rigorous change controls on the 
products that they distribute (or manu-
facture). A major factor in our decision 
to appoint a new supplier is our routine 
material impact assessment.

SUPPLYING RAW  
MATERIALS FROM A 
REGULATORY PERSPECTIVE
BioPharm: What regulatory require-
ments do you have to be mindful of 
when supplying raw materials?

Losehand (Roquette): Alongside 
GMP manufacturing and compliance 
with the standard monographs from the 
USP, Roquette ensures that additional 
requirements, specific to the needs of 
the biopharmaceutical manufactur-
ing process, are met. This includes low 
endotoxin levels as well as the absence 
of relevant organic impurities, con-
trolled bioburden, and more.

BioPharm: Describe the difference 
between raw materials standards in the 
United States vs. globally.

Losehand (Roquette): Typically, 
regulations for different regions are set by 
individual medical agencies. For exam-

ple, the European Medicines Agency in 
the European Union or FDA in the US. 
Differences amongst such regulations are 
largely historical and stem from different 
manufacturing or quality standards. In 
recent years, thanks to the ICH program, 
significant steps have been initiated to 
standardize monographs as well as ana-
lytical methods (3).

SUPPLY CHAIN CONCERNS
BioPharm: What supply chain concerns 
are present for sourcing raw materials? 

Losehand (Roquette): Roquette 
reduces the potential risk of a frag-
mented supply chain via its vertical 
integration, through which we can con-
trol every step of the manufacturing 
process of our biopharma raw materials 
in-house. In addition, close collabora-
tion with our customers and a global 
distribution network, with the potential 
for local stock-keeping, further reduces 
the risk of a supply chain disruption.

Schildgen (Catalent Biologics): 
Critical biopharmaceutical raw mate-
rials are often proprietary and sin-
gle-sourced. An effective sales and 
operations planning process drives 
appropriate mitigations to any potential 
supply-chain risks. Managing a reliable 
supply chain during extreme market 
volatility is also a critical concern. Keys 
to success in these challenging times 
are regular communication to raise 
awareness, transparency (both internally 
and externally), adaptive replenishment 
models, and operational flexibility.

Walsh (Catalent Biologics): 
Effective and adaptive SRM programs, 
which include executive-level partic-
ipation from both the supplier and 
the customer, where materials are sin-
gle-sourced are also a means of miti-
gating potential supply chain challenges. 
Regular reviews and, if necessary, rapid 
adjustment to replenishment models are 
further mitigating actions. With regard 
to the need for flexibility, I would say 
that includes actively deploying backup 
sources of supply or working with what 
materials are available, versus those in 

constrained supply. Good internal com-
munications, to raise awareness of sit-
uations, can further reduce risks. These 
should span all functional areas, with 
customer-facing functions, and even 
with customers themselves.

LOOKING AHEAD
Constant and effective communication is 
necessary for every step of the process for 
sourcing biopharmaceutical raw mate-
rials, along with being aware of GMP 
guidelines as well as other guidelines (e.g., 
ICH) and regulatory expectations for dif-
ferent regions. While single-sourced bio-
pharmaceutical raw materials can present 
supply chain challenges, adaptive replen-
ishment models, operational flexibility, 
and general flexibility can help to miti-
gate these risks. But before all of this, it’s 
important for manufacturers and suppliers 
to carefully assess the capability, reliability, 
and compliance of both the equipment 
and supporting single-use consumables. 
As in most things in life, communication 
and upfront research are key. 
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Managing Residual Impurities 
in Complex Biotherapeutics

Confounding signals pose challenges to analytical methods necessary 
for managing residual impurity removal in biotherapeutic manufacturing.

FELIZA MIRASOL

M anaging residual impurities in downstream process-
ing is a challenge, even for traditional biologics such 
as monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). When it comes 

to managing residual impurities in downstream processing for 
emerging biotherapeutics, such as gene therapy or even cell 
therapy, those challenges are heightened due to the complex 
nature of the end product itself as well as the complicated  
bioprocesses needed to manufacture these types of products.

One such challenge in downstream bioprocessing is the 
requirement that the purification process be reliable and pre-
dictable to make product that is suitable for human use. It is 
thus imperative that during the downstream purification pro-
cess, impurities such as host cell protein (HCP), DNA, adventi-
tious and endogenous viruses, endotoxins, aggregates, and other 
species are removed while maintaining an acceptable product 
yield (1). Furthermore, impurities are also sometimes intro-
duced during the purification process itself, and these must also 
be removed. Examples of impurities resulting from the pro-
cesses themselves include leached Protein A, extractables from 
resins and filters, process buffers, and agents (e.g., detergents) 
that may have been used for viral clearance (1).

THE GENE THERAPY CHALLENGE
Recovery of an antibody product from mammalian cell culture 
typically starts with the cell harvest stage, where cells and cell 
debris are removed. The resulting clarified, filtered fluid is fur-
ther purified in chromatography, which is a well-established 
process. In contrast, more complex emerging therapies, such 
as gene therapy products, present a unique set of challenges 
for controlling residual impurities. Because current gene 
therapy products are viral vector-based, this poses additional 
challenges to controlling the presence of HCPs. For gene 
therapies intended for severe indications that are placed on an 
accelerated development pathway, one critical challenge is the 
conflict between time-to-market pressures and the timelines 
required to develop a product-specific immunoassay (2).

As with mAbs, HCP content in viral-vector products is a crit-
ical quality attribute. HCP content is highly relevant to the safety 
of a gene therapy product (2). HCPs pose a risk directly through 
toxicity, hypersensitivity, endotoxin shock, or their own inherent 
biological activity. They may also pose a risk through immunoge-
nicity, in which the HCPs themselves become the direct targets 
of the immune response. The presence of residual HCPs can also 

Downstream Processing
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contain enzymes that can cause a gradual 
breakdown in protein components, thus 
compromising product stability (3).

Gene therapies that use viral vectors, 
such as adeno-associated virus (AAV) 
vectors, are challenging specifically 
because they contain viral material. Thus, 
removing impurities becomes especially 
complex when trying to distinguish 
between product and product-related 
impurities that closely resemble the 
vector itself. Thus there is a need to 
optimize both the upstream cell cul-
ture processes to reduce biosynthetic 
generation of these impurities and the 
downstream purification processes to 
reduce or remove these impurities with-
out removing the desired product (4).

ANALYTICS ARE 
KEY TO MANAGEMENT
Appropriate and discerning analytical 
methods are key to managing resid-
ual impurities in emerging biotherapies. 
The ability to detect specific impurities 
in viral-vector-based gene therapies, for 
instance, allows for appropriate removal 
and process control over process-re-
lated impurities. However, the different 
analytical techniques available to the 
industry require a range of expertise in 
not only how to use them, but how to 
correctly interpret the data generated 
from these techniques. 

The broad range of impurities that can 
show up in viral vector drug substance/
drug product manufacturing needs com-
prehensive analysis. These analytical 
techniques include enzyme-linked immu-
nosorbent assay (with specific antibodies), 
quantitative polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) or digital-droplet PCR (ddPCR) 
assays using specific targeted amplicons, 
sodium dodecyl sulphate–polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis  and capillary electro-
phoresis, high-performance liquid chro-
matography, analytical ultracentrifugation, 
fluorescence-activated cell sorting, and 
mass spectrometry (5).

Viral vectors themselves can be char-
acterized with analytical techniques 
similarly used for traditional biothera-

peutics; however, because understanding 
of viruses and virus functions remains 
incomplete, this fundamental lack of 
information complicates the issue of thor-
oughly characterizing viral vectors with 
certain analytical methods. Viral vectors 
consist of both protein and nucleic acid 
components. Methods must be used to 
characterize not only the viral capsid itself, 
but also the encapsulated genome (i.e., 
the “gene therapy”) (5). Complicating 
that is the challenge of then identify-
ing and separating the product’s genetic 
signature from the genetic signature of 
residual impurities at the end of a manu-
facturing run, particularly impurities that 
closely resemble the product itself. 

HAVING A STRATEGY
Implementing a risk-based strategy for 
testing residual impurities has the poten-
tial to significantly reduce the amount 
of testing needed while meeting regula-
tory requirements and ensuring patient 
safety. To do so, however, requires a full 
understanding of the biomanufacturing 
process used for the desired biotherapeu-
tic product as well as appropriate control 
strategies that minimize impurities at 
the end of the production process. While 
building a knowledge base on residual 
impurities requires investment, that 
investment pays off in the long term 
because it enables risk-based residual 
impurity control and minimizes the need 
for residual impurity testing (6).

Residual impurities from bioprocess-
ing can be derived from the host cell, the 
product itself, media components, sur-
factants, virus inactivation agents, and 
inorganic or organic contaminants from 
fixed and single-use process equipment. 
In addition, the pharmaceutical formu-
lation or a potential breach in sterility 
can also introduce impurities. Risk-based 
strategies for controlling these impurities 
are largely driven by the quantity and 
heterogeneity of the impurities (6). 

Meanwhile, analytical methods that 
have been previously developed and vali-
dated for traditional mAb biologics have 
also been found to be useful and appli-

cable to detecting the presence of pro-
cess-related impurities in the AAV vector 
manufacturing process, including resid-
ual HCPs and nuclease-sensitive nucleic 
acids. However, new analytical methods 
have been required to characterize and 
quantify these vector product-related 
impurities. Some newer methods need to 
be validated to the standards required for 
all licensed biotherapeutic products, how-
ever, and the industry still needs further 
develop analytical methods for AAV-
vector-based gene therapy production (4).

Viral vector product-related impuri-
ties have been shown to be structurally 
related to, but distinct and not compa-
rable to, the desired vector product in 
terms of efficacy and safety. These 
product-related impurities can include 
biosynthetic intermediates as well as par-
ticles of incorrect composition—such as 
nuclease-resistant nucleic acid impurities 
that are packaged in AAV capsid parti-
cles. Degraded, oxidized, and aggregated 
forms of the vector product can also be 
present as product-related impurities (4).

The overall trend is a rise in both the 
total number of biotherapuetics being 
manufactured and also their sophis-
tication and complexity. Fine tuning 
targeting the signal from the noise in 
production, the desirable DNA from the 
impurity, is an ongoing process where 
new analytic tools are being developed 
and deployed with increasing success.
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Trends in Isolator Equipment
Isolators move into smaller-volume processes,  

including cell and gene therapy manufacturing. 
JENNIFER MARKARIAN

T he use of isolators for aseptic manufacturing  
has increased, driven by the effectiveness of the  
equipment for product safety and by the increasing 

number of products that must be processed aseptically (1). 
Isolators operate as closed systems and can be designed 
with attached gloves for manual intervention or as “glove-
less” for fully automated systems. The draft revision to the 
European Union’s Annex 1 good manufacturing practices 
(GMP) for manufacturing sterile medicinal products (2) 
provides direction for designing and cleaning isolators (1). 
Evaluating the design of the isolator system in relation to the  
contamination control strategy is crucial, explained Richard 
Denk, a senior consultant for Aseptic Processing and 
Containment at SKAN (1). 

AUTOMATION INSIDE ISOLATORS
Automation inside isolators further reduces human inter-
vention. Comecer, an ATS company, displayed a contain-
ment isolator integrated with the company’s new automated 
SuperTrak Pharma platform for asynchronous conveyance 
at INTERPHEX 2021. The automated system offers flex-
ibility with individually controlled shuttles, which increases 
throughput while while using a less complex and smaller 
footprint than traditional automation systems. 

Although isolators have been commonly used in larg-
er-scale or automated aseptic fill/finish, the technology is 
pushing into smaller-volume areas. Robotic automation is 
beneficial for small batches because it allows flexibility and 
more rapid changeover (3). Syntegon introduced the modu-
lar, small-batch Versynta FFP [Flexible Filling Platform] in 
2021. It uses a four-axis robot inside the isolator to handle 
containers for filling aseptic or highly potent liquid products 
and can fill up to 3600 containers per hour (4). The isolator’s 
air flow is optimized so first air is supplied to the containers 
without obstruction. 

Syntegon’s Versynta microBatch is an automated pro-
duction cell in a gloveless isolator for smaller batches in the 
range of 120–500 containers per hour. This system, which is 
being developed in partnership with Vetter, is planned to be 
launched in 2022 (3).

ISOLATORS FOR CGT
Innovative isolator equipment is being developed and used 
in cell and gene therapy (CGT) manufacturing, as more 
companies get involved in the emerging area of advanced 
therapy medicinal products (ATMPs). While these 
small-volume processes started out primarily as manual pro-
cesses in biosafety cabinets, new equipment offers the option 
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of closed and automated processing. 
Biosafety cabinets have lower initial 
capital costs, but they present higher 
risk of microbial or cross-contami-
nation and must be used in a Grade 
B cleanroom. Isolators, however, are 
closed systems that reduce contamina-
tion risk. Another advantage of using 
an isolator are that they can be used 
in a Grade C or D cleanroom, which 
requires less capital expenditure and 
lower energy use. The lower cleanroom 
levels require less personal protective 
equipment (PPE), which is more com-
fortable for operators as well as saving 
in costs and environmental impact of 
PPE disposal, explains Matt Pridden, 
standard product development man-
ager at Extract Technology. Inquiries 
into isolator technology for ATMPs 
have been increasing, says Pridden, 
primarily because of the higher level 
of safety and the need to meet the 
requirements of Annex 1. Use of a 
Grade A isolator is known by regu-
lators and the industry as the lowest 
level of risk to sterility, he adds.

Ce l l ec t i s , fo r  example , i s  a 
gene-editing company that recently 
opened a facility where it is per-
forming clinical-stage manufactur-
ing of allogeneic, universal chimeric 
antigen receptor T-cell (UCART) 
immunotherapies. In each the facil-
ity ’s two manufacturing suites, a 
custom designed, four-chamber iso-
lator encloses all parts of the UCART 
manufacturing process. Glove ports 
allow operators to perform manual 
process steps in the isolator. A sep-
arate isolator is used in the filling 
suite for automated fill/finish of the 
vials. Steve Doares, Cellectis’ senior 
vice-president of US manufacturing 
and the site head of the new Raleigh, 
NC manufacturing site, explained 
that the isolators were chosen instead 
of biosafety cabinets to maximize 
product quality assurance and main-
tain aseptic conditions throughout (5). 

SKAN’s new Cellana isolator is 
designed for GMP manufactur-

ing of ATMPs. A modular design 
allows different components to be 
integrated as needed for the specific 
process, and it can be integrated with 
semi-automatic or automated filling 
systems. The Cellana isolator uses 
technology already established in 
SKAN’s other isolators, such as the 
SKANfog decontamination technol-
ogy and a catalytic convertor that 
completely decomposes hydrogen 
peroxide before the air is exhausted. 
The isolator uses a Grade A unidi-
rectional airflow with high efficiency 
particulate arrestance filtration in 
both the air supply and the air return 
ducts, which allows it to handle viral 
vector and potent compounds (6).

In July 2021, powder-containment 
equipment specialist Dec Group 
acquired Extract Technology, which 
manufactures aseptic and contain-
ment work environments including 
CGT isolators (7). The company’s 
Modular Cell Therapy Isolator can be 
configured from chambers for trans-
fer, centrifuge, and processing that 
form a Grade A environment, which 
is decontaminated using vapor-phase 
hydrogen peroxide. Patent-pending 
dockable incubators can be connected 
and disconnected as needed to allow 
multiple cell cultures to be processed. 
Another key aspect is the ability to 
integrate equipment specific to a 
client process, says Pridden. Extract 
Technology’s isolators have been used 
for several years to produce allogeneic 
stem cell transplant therapies. The 
systems can also be used for autolo-
gous cell therapies. The closed system 
allows open manipulation within a 
Grade A environment. 

Comecer offers several isolators spe-
cifically designed for CGT. For exam-
ple, a standalone isolator workstation is 
designed for applications that require 
cell manipulation and incubation under 
GMP conditions. The company makes 
a docking incubator system that can be 
connected to its CGT isolators using 
the Comecer Flexy interface. Modular 

components allow more flexibility 
to adapt and scale any manufactur-
ing process.  In June 2021, Comecer 
partnered with G-CON to provide its 
CGT closed aseptic systems (isolators 
and fillers) prequalified and installed 
inside G-CON’s prefabricated POD 
cleanrooms. (8). 

SINGLE-USE ISOLATORS
ILC Dover extended its single-use, 
flexible containment isolator tech-
nology to aseptic isolators with the 
introduction of the soloPURE flexi-
ble aseptic isolator (9). The isolator’s 
closed, Grade-A aseptic environment 
can be used for aseptic processes 
and fill/finish tasks, including small-
scale vial filling. The equipment has 
a small footprint, and the chamber 
has glove ports on both sides. The 
flexible chamber is gamma irradiated 
for use one time before disposal, or it 
can optionally be sterilized-in-place 
with vaporized hydrogen peroxide. 
The disposable chamber eliminates 
the need for cleaning and validation, 
which allows rapid changes from one 
product to another.
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Streamlining Glycosylation 
Monitoring through Automation

Glycosylation monitoring has been heavily dependent on manual processes, 
but the automation of sample preparation streamlines the overall workflow.

FELIZA MIRASOL

B iopharmaceutical analysis is one area in biopharma 
drug development that requires improvement, namely 
to manual processes that take up significant amounts 

of time and labor. Sample preparation remains a major 
bottleneck point to productivity because of the number of 
manual steps involved and, in some cases, the outdated tech-
nology used to ready samples for analysis. 

Glycosylation monitoring is one aspect of biopharma 
analysis that falls under the strain of laborious manual 
processes. However, advances made in technology and 
approaches to automate the workflows for glycosylation 
monitoring offer quicker sample preparation and can cut 
down on overall time needed for sample analysis.

IMPORTANCE OF 
GLYCOSYLATION MONITORING
Because many recombinant biotherapeutics, such as monoclo-
nal antibodies (mAbs), are glycoproteins, monitoring glyco-
sylation activity is necessary for biopharma drug development. 
Bioprocessing requires precise control and monitoring of multi-
ple parameters, including cell line stability, product yield, protein 

folding, and post-translational modifications (PTMs), spec-
ifies Ning Zhang, PhD, senior product marketing manager, 
Chemistry Technology Center, Waters Corporation.

Among the parameters of interest, the host cell’s biosynthesis 
of glycans is routinely monitored as a critical quality attribute 
(CQA) because glycan composition and structure are crucial for 
the biological or clinical activity of the drug. “Slight changes in 
manufacturing conditions can alter the glycosylation patterns of 
recombinant proteins and, consequently the biological activity, 
safety, stability, efficacy, and immunogenicity of the end drug 
product,” explains Zhang. The manufacturing of therapeutic 
glycoproteins, therefore, requires careful monitoring and char-
acterization of their glycosylation profile to achieve consistent 
glycan composition and meet desired quality, clinical safety, and 
effectiveness targets.  

“Protein glycosylation plays an important role in bioactivity, 
stability, biological half-life, immunogenicity, and pharmacoki-
netics of a biopharmaceutical,” confirms Radoslaw Kozak, PhD, 
head of Glycoprofiling at Ludger. Kozak explains that glyco-
sylation is a PTM and, unlike transcription, is a non-template-
driven enzymatic modification process. Glycosylation of proteins 
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can therefore change with alterations to 
production conditions. 

Glycosylation could be considered 
the “canary in the coalmine” for mon-
itoring the consistency and reliability 
of a manufacturing process, adds Amy 
Claydon, PhD, Scientific Account 
Manager, Genedata. She explains that 
even slight changes to the bioreactor 
conditions during protein expression 
can lead to measurable differences in 
the glycosylation profile.

“The presence, or absence, of glyco-
sylation modulates antibody activity by 
enhancing either antagonist (blocking, 
inhibiting) or agonist (activation) func-
tions. Subsequently, glycans may impact 
the safety, efficacy, structure, and circu-
lating half-life of biotherapeutics; for 
example, a mAb with no glycosylation 
will not fold correctly and so will be 
ineffective as a treatment. This effect 
on the immunogenicity of a thera-
peutic antibody increases the risks for 
patients,” says Claydon. 

Claydon further explains that phar-
macokinetics, especially clearance and 
circulating half-life, are also affected by 
N-glycosylation. For instance, higher 
levels of sialic acid-containing glycans 
can increase the circulating half-life 
because these glycans become more 
resistant to removal by hepatic asialo-
glycoprotein receptors.  

BOTTLENECKS IN 
PRODUCTIVITY
Dealing with processes in sample prepa-
ration for glycosylation monitoring that 
currently depend on manual labor tends 
to be a bottleneck point in productivity. 
To start with, there are several analyti-
cal approaches used for the analysis and 
characterization of protein N-glycans 
during process development, notes Zhang. 

One common approach involves the 
enzymatic release of N-glycan chains 
from the protein of interest and their 
derivatization with a fluorescent label. 

“A manual procedure, this conventional 
deglycosylation method requires the 
incubation of a glycoprotein sample for 

about one hour, while many research-
ers generally employ an overnight (16 
hours) incubation. This is followed by a 
lengthy two-to-four-hour labeling step 
based on reductive amination reactions,” 
explains Zhang.

The analysis of released N-glycans is 
challenging because of the number of 
steps that are involved in preparing the 
glycoprotein samples and processing the 
released glycans to prepare them for anal-
ysis, adds Richard Gardner, PhD, lead 
scientist, Ludger. The release of pep-
tide-N-glycosidase F (PNGase F) and 
the fluorescent labeling of N-glycans, fol-
lowed by a cleanup, are necessary steps 
for N-glycans to be analyzed. Gardner 
points out that these steps are challenging 
and time consuming when performed 
manually, especially when the numbers 
of samples increase beyond a certain 
amount. “This makes it more difficult for 
the user to accurately pipette low volume 
solutions and to efficiently track which 
samples have been processed,” he states.  

Each stage needed for optimizing 
sample preparation for N-glycan analysis 
requires on-going evaluation to deter-
mine effectiveness, says Claydon. This 
can subsequently lead to lengthy assay 
development times if rapid data analysis 
techniques are not available. “Of course, 
there are also numerous methods to 
implement automation (robotic liquid 
handling, for example) in sample prepa-
ration itself, but these often can highlight 
process inefficiencies further along the 
process too,” Claydon says.

Screening necessarily large numbers 
of samples can be time-consuming and 
monotonous, says Zhang. Furthermore, 
methods for glycan sample preparation 
and analysis must be robust and repro-
ducible to ensure accuracy and consis-
tency, she adds.

ALLEVIATING BOTTLENECKS
Automating different aspects of 
a workflow is one method to allevi-
ate the bottlenecks caused by pro-
cesses dependent on manual labor. 
Automated data analysis, for exam-

ple, can improve many areas of glyco-
sylation monitoring workflows, says 
Claydon. “When automated data 
analysis is employed, it can quickly 
facilitate understanding the effects of 
different sample preparation optimi-
zation steps—the impact of altering 
digestion conditions and so on. This, in 
turn, can lead to more rapid improve-
ments to the digestion and labeling 
protocols during the method develop-
ment process and an overall increase in 
assay throughput,” she states.

Bottlenecks often go “hand-in-
hand”, Claydon also notes, and solving 
one bottleneck often leads to another 
in a different part of the process. “This 
is why we like to look at data solutions 
as part of facilitating the whole ana-
lytical workflow. In this example, we 
can easily predict that making sample 
preparation faster in some way (e.g., 
automated robotics) can create a lot 
more data that then needs to be ana-
lyzed. So, it is not a simple case of add-
ing automation in just one part of the 
workflow that ultimately makes the 
challenges easier.”

Another instance of laborious man-
ual work centers on the fact that many 
of these workflows have multiple 
pipetting steps in a range of volumes, 
which takes time. Automation can save 
time and allow for more reproducible 
liquid handling, says Zhang. In addi-
tion, automation allows multiple sam-
ples to be prepared in parallel, thus 
improving the throughput. 

“Standardized sample preparation is 
essential to minimize user variations 
and pipetting errors and to ensure that 
glycan data is accurate and reproducible. 
Minimal user intervention—or none at 
all—allows users to stay away from the 
bench and work on documentation or 
setting up an instrument while prepar-
ing the samples,” Zhang emphasizes.

Gardner concurs that automation 
would alleviate this bottleneck by allow-
ing a higher throughput of samples 
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where user intervention is minimized. 
“Automation would improve the repeat-
ability, reproducibility, and robustness 
of N-glycan processing by removing the 
user pipetting steps, thereby decreasing 
possible human error when transferring 
the small amounts of liquids that are 
used in these methods. One outcome 
would be a harmonized method that 
many users can operate that removes 
potential differences in the way users 
work and interpret SOPs [standard 
operating procedures],” he notes.

EASE OF AUTOMATION
Some technological advances have been 
helpful in easing the incorporation of 
automation in the glycosylation moni-
toring workflow. For instance, specialty 
sample preparation kits (GlycoWorks 
RapiFluor–MS, Waters) available com-
mercially and an associated workflow 
can make fast work of de-glycosyla-
tion and labeling. This reduces sample 
preparation time from a day to less than 
one hour while enhancing the sensi-
tivity for both fluorescent and mass 
spectrometry (MS) detections, notes 
Zhang. “Reagents and reaction condi-
tions that come with these kits have 
been optimized to enable a fast and 
complete de-N-glycosylation of glyco-
proteins and subsequently the rapid and 
efficient labeling of released N-glycans. 
Following a HILIC [hydrophilic inter-
action liquid chromatography]–SPE 
[solid phase extraction] sample clean-up 
step, the samples are then ready for anal-
ysis by LC–MS [liquid chromatography–
mass spectrometry],” Zhang says.

The main technological advance in 
the field of automation, notes Gardner, 
is the introduction of robotic liquid 
handling platforms. Gardner explains 
that the incorporation of robotic liquid 
handlers such as Hamilton’s Microlab 
STAR into glycosylation analysis work-
flows has allowed many of the processes 
to be automated, from the release of 
N-glycans using PNGase F to fluores-

cent labeling of N-glycans all the way 
through to preparation of samples for 
LC–MS analysis. 

“Many larger robotic platforms 
including Hamilton’s Microlab STAR 
not only incorporate liquid handling 
and vacuum manifolds but also incorpo-
rate plate sealers, heater shakers, and the 
ability to move plates off deck for cen-
trifuge steps. This ability to incorporate 
different lab equipment into a robotic 
workflow enables the move towards 
full automation of glycosylation analy-
sis. Laboratories require an automated 
system that is simple to operate, scal-
able, and repeatable,” Gardner states. To 
facilitate the move to higher throughout 
and automated analysis, a range of prod-
ucts have been introduced onto the mar-
ket that are compatible and adaptable 
to many robotic platforms, including a 
96-sample recombinant PNGase F kit, 
a 96-well protein binding membrane 
cleanup plate, a 96 sample procainamide 
glycan labeling kit, and a procainamide 
cleanup plate (Ludger).

Meanwhile, Claydon says that auto-
mation is best thought of as an end-
to-end process, and we must therefore 
consider how the introduction of  
automation in one area may move bot-
tlenecks to another part of the over-
all workflow. “If one considers that an 
automated data analysis platform actu-
ally facilitates both upstream and down-
stream areas of the entire assay, then it 
can be a tool to help fully understand 
where bottlenecks may have moved 
to, and, in doing so, then accelerate  
optimization to reduce the time spent 
in other areas, if they do not signifi-
cantly affect the end result. For exam-
ple, long chromatography runs can be 
avoided if the challenges introduced by 
co-eluting peaks can be later simplified 
using software that can display the data 
two-dimensionally, and deconvolute 
them,” she states.

“The number one request we get is 
for help with automating the liquid 
handling steps, essentially the pipetting 
of sample preparation protocols,” adds 

Zhang. “Liquid handling devices now 
come in several forms including robots 
(Andrew+ Pipetting Robot, Waters) 
that automate many sample prepara-
tion steps including pipetting which, as 
everyone knows, is tedious.”

In addition, according to Zhang, 
robotic pipetting systems can prepare up 
to 48 samples in under 2.5 hours. Greater 
automation is achieved by adding con-
nected devices for heating/cooling and a 
vacuum for sample clean up with SPE.

There are many ways that samples 
can be prepared for glycosylation anal-
ysis, according to Kozak, who explains 
that some samples may need filtering 
and/or buffer exchange while other 
samples may need an enrichment step 
to extract the glycoprotein to be ana-
lyzed. Technologies using 96-well plates 
that incorporate filters or protein cap-
ture technology have allowed this type 
of processing to happen on automated 
platforms, Kozak states.

Employing a fully automated liq-
uid handling robot is one innovative 
approach for automating and stream-
lining routine sample preparation 
steps, Zhang adds. This improves both 
reproducibility and sample through-
put. Another innovative approach is 
by means of a guided pipetting system 
(Andrew Alliance Pipette+, Waters) that 
features Bluetooth-connected “smart” 
pipettes connected to a personal com-
puter or tablet via software for designing, 
sharing, and executing protocols with 
audit trails, she also notes.  

Meanwhile, the ability to routinely 
monitor many glycopeptides inde-
pendently using automated LC–MS 
analysis offers the ability to trend and 
compare various aspects of glycosylation, 
says Claydon. “If one were to observe 
a change in the sample-to-sample 
response for specific glycopeptides, for 
example, the signal for one glycopep-
tide remains stable but that of a differ-
ent glycopeptide (or a combination of 
glycopeptides) gives a varying response, 
then site-specific information can be 
derived,” she states. ◆

Analytics

  — Contin. from page 29
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Looking Past the Pandemic: The Future 
of GMPs in Aseptic Processing

While supply chain disruptions have resulted in many alterations  
to workplace practices, they have also presented an opportunity to 

get ahead of changes to the EU’s upcoming revision of Annex 1.
GRANT PLAYTER

T  he supply chain disruptions brought on by the COVID-
19 pandemic resulted in significant changes to workplace 
operations. In the context of aseptic production, the 

impact on ongoing operations is certainly present, but it can 
be more clearly felt in the trends beginning to take shape in 
advance of the European Union’s upcoming changes to Annex 
1 regulatory guidelines. These changes, which are largely con-
cerned with overhauls to contamination control strategy and 
procedures, are poised to enforce changes in the European asep-
tic manufacturing landscape.

NAVIGATING SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTIONS
Patrick Nieuwenhuizen, director senior consultant at PharmaLex, 
notes that in aseptic production, existing contamination con-
trol procedures were already in line with the types of measures 
that were being enacted on a global scale following the onset 
of the pandemic. Instead, changes in aseptic production work-
flow were more along the lines of finding ways to get staff 
that needed to be in the building (e.g., manufacturing per-

sonnel, quality control lab technicians, cleaners) present and 
performing their tasks in a safe and socially distanced manner.

According to Philip Vanek, chief technology officer at 
Gamma Biosciences, a life sciences tools company backed by 
private equity firm KKR, the biopharmaceutical manufacturing 
industry continued to face significant added pressure to consis-
tently meet quality measures. Adhering to good manufacturing 
practices (GMPs) already significantly limits the ways a com-
pany can operate; throwing a pandemic in on top of that neces-
sitates creative thinking as a means of navigating these supply 
chain disruptions.

“Necessity is the mother of invention,” says Vanek. “Most 
established equipment manufacturers scrambled to meet 
demand in the already stressed supply chain. One change that 
we did observe early on was an increasing expression of interest 
and demand of equipment and single-use consumables from 
smaller, lesser known brands that could substitute in the manu-

Quality/Regulations

Contin. on page 36
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• Catalent Cell & Gene Therapy is a full-
service partner for adeno-associated virus 
(AAV) and lentiviral vectors, as well as plas-
mid DNA. Its comprehensive cell therapy 
portfolio includes expertise across multiple 
cell types including CAR-T, autologous and 
allogeneic cell therapy development and 
manufacturing, and human induced plu-
ripotent stem cells (iPSCs).

• Advanced GPEx® cell line expression 
technology for biopharmaceutical devel-
opment, bioanalytics and biomanufac-
turing. Offering stable, high-yielding 
mammalian cell lines with high speed and 
efficiency, there are 13 commercial bio-
pharmaceuticals that have been developed 
using GPEx technology.

• Flex ible biolog ic drug substance 
manufacturing capabilities. Catalent 
Biologics’ network includes clinical and  
commercia l- sc a le  biomanufac tur-
ing facilities in Madison, Wisconsin, 
and Bloomington, Indiana; and a $100  
million expansion is underway in Anagni, 
Italy to build a European-based biomanu-
facturing center of excellence.

• Proprietary SMARTag® site-specif ic  
bioconjugation technology, affording  
precision design of next-generation  
antibody-drug conjugates.

• Integrated OneBio® Suite solution for 
the development, manufacturing, and 
clinical supply of biologic drugs and was 
designed specifically to accelerate pro-
grams to clinic or market and simplify 
the development process. As a single, 
integrated provider, OneBio Suite can 
reduce timelines, risk and complexity, 
and draws upon Catalent’s proven track 
record of progressing biologic drugs to 
market, which includes over 35 commer-
cially-approved products.

 
More products. Better treatments.  
Reliably supplied.™

Company Description
Catalent is the global leader in enabling phar-
maceutical, biotechnology, and consumer health 
partners to optimize product development, 
launch, and full life-cycle supply for patients 
globally. With broad scale and deep expertise 
in development sciences, delivery technologies, 
and multi-modality manufacturing, Catalent 
is a preferred industry partner for personalized 
medicines, consumer health brand extensions, 
and blockbuster drugs.

Helping to accelerate over 1000 partner pro-
grams, and launch over 150 new products every 
year, Catalent’s f lexible manufacturing plat-
forms, at over 50 global sites, supply over 70 
billion doses of more than 7000 products to 
over 1000 customers annually. Catalent’s expert 
workforce exceeds 17,000, including over 2500 
scientists.

Technology Highlights
Catalent Biologics is a global leader in bio-
pharmaceutical development, with sites across 
Europe and North America, offering over 20 
years of proven expertise in development and 
manufacturing, as well as fill/finish, packaging 
and analytical services for new biological enti-
ties, cell and gene therapies, biosimilars, ster-
ile injectables, and antibody-drug conjugates. 
Expert services and technologies include:

Catalent
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facturing workflow [as a replacement for 
those that were in short supply].”

The short supply of some consum-
able single-use parts led some to consider 
stainless-steel alternatives that allow them 
to rely on in-house procedures rather 
than continual shipments from an out-
side supplier. Properly maintained stain-
less-steel systems can last upwards of 20 
or even 30 years without needing a full 
replacement, adds Nieuwenhuizen.

With single-use-systems, however, the 
need to clean systems between cycles is 
eliminated, saving time and money on 
validation and revalidation procedures. 
Richard Denk, senior consultant, Aseptic 
Processing and Containment at SKAN, 
believes that validation concerns are abso-
lutely front of mind for manufacturers.

“The word ‘validation’ will have  
a big impact on equipment design 
and cleaning procedures in the 
future, as current designs are often 
not easy to clean and for that rea-
son need to demonstrate a robust val-
idation,” says Denk. “If we look at the  
pipeline in the future, many new 
product s  in  deve lopment  a re  
considered highly potent. [At the same 
time,] inappropriate cleaning procedures 
are the most common findings during 
GMP inspections in shared facilities.”

UNDERSTANDING THE 
CHANGES TO ANNEX 1
Single-use systems are just one way 
companies are attempting to ease the 
load of maintaining GMP requirements 
with a compromised workforce. The 
industry was always going to need to 
engage in some level of introspection 
into common methods and practices in 
advance of upcoming changes to Annex 1.

Following several drafts and com-
ments from various pharmaceutical 
companies and organizations, the EU’s 
changes to Annex 1 are set to have a 
pronounced emphasis on contamination 
control strategies. Notably, the revised 
guidelines contain detailed instructions 

on isolators and restricted access barrier 
system (RABS) technologies and new 
sections on form-fill-and-seal systems 
and single-use systems.

“For the company to demonstrate 
they have a good understanding about 
their processes and what risks and con-
trols they have in place was often suffi-
cient to have a validated process,” says 
Nieuwenhuizen. “Now it becomes more 
important to provide justification and evi-
dence why the process you have designed 
as a company and the controls you have 
implemented are adequate to assure that 
you have an aseptic or sterile product.”

It is because of this increased scru-
tiny on holistic process development 
that companies have begun fine tuning 
their contamination control strategies. 

There are various ways to factor optimal 
contamination control into one’s asep-
tic production process, says Denk, who 
was the GMP lead for the develop-
ment of  the SKAN-Groninger robotic 
filling line. Denk’s line was fully auto-
mated, including measures that help in 
contamination control such as viable 
monitoring and automatic delivery of 
indirect product contact parts.

According to Vanek, companies have 
invested in technologies that de-risk 
manufacturing, including process ana-
lytical technologies and continuous 
closed manufacturing. “Technologies 
that improve production efficiency in 
terms of classified space utilization, such 
as automation enabled by new process 
analytics and high-efficiency closed 
continuous production systems, have 
been in the spotlight. The momentum 
towards single-use manufacturing in 
aseptic processing, both upstream and 
downstream, is likely to continue and 
perhaps accelerate with the adoption of 
new process analytical technologies and 
the data sciences that support them.”

The upcoming revision to Annex 1 
has incentivized manufacturers to do 
everything in their power to minimize 
direct contact of product by opera-
tors. With this context in mind, the 
trend toward single-use-systems, auto-
mation, and other strategies to close 
systems and minimize contamination 
is not likely to go away even after the  
pandemic has fully passed.◆
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It is because  
of this increased  

scrutiny on holistic
process development 

that companies  
have begun  

fine-tuning their 
contamination 

control strategies. 

For more on aseptic procesisng, go to BioPharmInternational.com
to read the following: 
•  Single-Use Systems Enhance Flexibility 

 www.BioPharmInternational.com/view/single-use-systems-
enhance-flexibility

•  The Evolving Aseptic Processing Landscape 
www.BioPharmInternational.com/view/the-evolving-aseptic-
processing-landscape

•  Single-Use Bags Help Maintain Aseptic  
Ingredient Transfer to Bioreactors 
www.BioPharmInternational.com/view/single-use-bags-help-
maintain-aseptic-ingredient-transfer-to-bioreactors

Read More on Aseptic Processing

Contin. from page 33
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The Key Elements for  
Assay Transfer Success

Partnerships formed during the COVID-19 pandemic have  
provided a platform for change in assay development  

and transfers that should continue in the future.
LUC GAGNON

T   he release of the SARS-CoV-2 virus genetic sequence in 
January 2020 marked the beginning of an intense period 
of R&D activity in a race to find effective vaccines to 

halt the devastating consequences of the global pandemic. The 
benefits of that unrivalled focus have been made clear. The time 
from the genetic sequence’s release to the submission of the first 
vaccine Phase III clinical trial data for regulatory review (from 
Pfizer–BioNTech) was just 314 days—an unparalleled acceler-
ation of typical timelines that could be more than 10 years for 
the development of a vaccine in normal circumstances (1). 

However, the sheer volume of developers working in the space 
across a range of modalities (including recombinant viral vectors, 
live attenuated vaccines, recombinant proteins, and nucleic acids), 
using different methods of data collection and evaluation, made 
comparison of immune responses to find the most effective candi-
dates extremely challenging. The unique circumstances called for a 
shift in vaccine R&D, to an approach focused on collaboration and 
harmonization. One group at the heart of this shift has been the 
Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) central-
ized laboratory network. The network’s reference labs have effec-

tively transferred a number of assays to laboratories across the globe 
for a coordinated assessment of SARS-CoV-2 vaccine candidates, 
allowing for the most efficient global response to the pandemic.

THE CEPI CENTRALIZED  
LABORATORY NETWORK
As the SARS-CoV-2 virus began to spread, the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) and CEPI, a global coa-
lition of public, private, philanthropic, and civil society organiza-
tions aimed at accelerating the development of vaccines against 
emerging infectious diseases, set out to bring much needed 
alignment and efficiency to the global response, and to ensure 
the most effective vaccines would reach the most people in the 
shortest amount of time.

The CEPI centralized laboratory network was established in 
October 2020 to allow for centralized analysis of samples from 
vaccine candidate trials to mitigate the risk of variations from 

LUC GAGNON, PhD, is vice-president of Vaccine Sciences at Nexelis.
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independent analyses and to enable head-
to-head comparisons of immune responses 
induced by multiple vaccine candidates (2). 
The CEPI network is made up of nine 
laboratories worldwide: Nexelis in Canada; 
UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA, 
formerly Public Health England) 
and National Institute for Biological 
Standards and Control (NIBSC) in the 
United Kingdom; VisMederi Srl in Italy; 
Viroclinics-DDL in The Netherlands, 
icddr,b (formerly International Centre 
for Diarrhoeal Disease Research) in 
Bangladesh; Translational Health Sciences 
and Technological Institute (THSTI) in 
India; Q2 Solutions in the United States; 
and the Universidad Nacional Autónoma 
de México (UNAM) in Mexico City. The 
laboratories were selected based on their 
capacity to perform the necessary studies, 
but also for their ability to work interna-
tionally to harmonize protocols and data.

DEVELOPING ASSAYS FOR  
EFFECTIVE ANALYSIS AT SCALE  
In February 2020, before the official decla-
ration of the global COVID-19 pandemic, 
teams at Nexelis and UKHSA began pro-
active work to develop the immunological 
tools and reagents that would be required 
to produce the necessary assays for evalu-
ating the efficacy of the SARS-CoV-2 vac-
cine candidates on the horizon. Six of these 
assays across humoral and cellular response, 
developed and characterized in-house at 
Nexelis and UKHSA, were selected by the 
CEPI network to support global SARS-
CoV-2 vaccine development programs. 
Furthermore, these assays have also been 
used to evaluate the impact of SARS-
CoV-2 variants on different vaccines. 

To assess the humoral response, experts 
at Nexelis developed, with complete char-
acterization, the critical reagents to pro-
tein targets (pre-fusion full length spike, 
receptor-binding domain, and nucleo-
capsid) of SARS-CoV-2 virus for three 
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA) assays as well as the pseu-
doparticle neutralization assay (PNA). 
Meanwhile, the team at UKHSA devel-
oped the viral neutralization assay. For 

assessment of the cellular response for 
T helper type 1 (Th1) and Th2, Nexelis 
developed the ELISpot Interferon (IFN)-
gamma/Interleukin (IL)-5 assay. 

To date, more than 30 assay transfers 
have been completed between Nexelis 
and UKHSA to the other recipient labs 
within the network. As well as ensuring 
procedures and protocols were in place for 
the successful transfer within the network, 
all the assays were also calibrated against 
the World Health Organization (WHO) 
international reference standards to ensure 
harmonization with other labs performing 
these assays globally. 

Within the CEPI centralized network, 
UKHSA and Nexelis have been identi-
fied as the two main reference labs in the 
overall transfer strategy. Within the first 12 
months of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, 
UKHSA and Nexelis managed to develop 
a toolkit of qualified and validated assays, 
which played a crucial role in SARS-
CoV-2 vaccines and antivirals worldwide 
to support global public health as well as 
vaccine companies in their clinical devel-
opment and regulatory submission process. 

HIGH QUALITY REAGENTS
The Nexelis protein science team con-
structed the SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-virus to 
allow for the viral particles to be handled in 
a biosafety level (BSL)-2 laboratory. This 
allowed the Nexelis and UKHSA teams 
flexibility to develop, qualify, and validate 
the wild-type plaque reduction neutraliza-
tion tests (PRNT), micro-neutralization 
(MNA), and PNA for SARS-CoV-2.

Before reaching the stage at which an 
assay is prepared for transfer, the produc-
tion of high-quality reagents (including 
pseudoparticle against SARS-CoV-2 and 
its variants) was the first vital step toward 
ensuring quality control and consistency of 
assay performance across the network. 

Critical agents such as the SARS-
CoV-2 pseudovirus are available to 
labs within the wider CEPI network 
further demonstrating the value of the 
public-private partnerships leveraged to 
establish a new gold standard for vaccine 
and antiviral development.

PRESERVING ASSAY  
EFFECTIVENESS  
THROUGHOUT TRANSFER 
Safeguarding the successful transfer of 
these assays has been critical to the vision 
of the CEPI network to improve the har-
monization of immune response assess-
ment across SARS-CoV-2 programs. 

Shipment is always a challenge for 
successful assay transfers, and the pan-
demic has added layers of complexity. The 
network had to address several potential 
challenges surrounding everything from 
import permits and documentation for 
the different viruses and key components, 
to the implementation of cold chain logis-
tics and dry shippers to maintain the sta-
bility of the key reagents throughout the 
full transportation process.

A COMPREHENSIVE  
TRANSFER PROTOCOL 
A thorough protocol, made up of four 
elements, has been the driving force 
behind the transfer process between the 
reference labs and the recipients. Firstly, 
this includes an assay overview to ensure 
that everyone involved in the analyses is 
aligned with how each assay is being per-
formed in the reference labs and under-
stands the limitations of the assays. A gap 
analysis was completed to highlight any 
differences between the reference labs 
and the recipients across key components, 
including everything from experimen-
tal conditions to equipment to the soft-
ware used for analysis, so that Nexelis and 
UKHSA could put plans in place during 
the transfer process to mitigate the poten-
tial impact of any differences between 
testing environments. 

A critical component of this gap analysis 
was comparison of the software used by 
scientists to aid with calculations for titers 
and concentrations. The compatibility of 
this software between the reference and 
recipient labs continues to pose a challenge. 
To mitigate the risk of impact to the assay 
due to differences in calculations, Nexelis 
provided the validated SoftMax Pro pro-
tocol used in their own lab to the recipients. 
This meant all labs would be using a fully 
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validated GxP protocol to aid in further 
safeguarding alignment across the network.

Finally, a laboratory comparison assess-
ment and an assay performance evaluation 
at the recipient labs were completed to 
ensure that the quality of the assays was not 
impacted by the transfer.  

FUTURE PROOFING  
CURRENT SUCCESSES  
As the vaccine landscape continues to 
develop, it is imperative that both the 
quality and the persistence of the assay 
transfers can be maintained in the long 
term. To ensure this, the network is per-
forming aligned assay trending using the 
Levey-Jennings control chart to assess 
assay performance overtime and deploying 
a proficiency panel, which will be tested 
every six months to ensure the assays are 
not drifting or trending. 

Since the arrival of the wild-type SARS-
CoV-2 virus in 2019, the COVID-19 
global landscape has continued to evolve 

with the emergence of new variants of con-
cern. The ongoing analysis of the assays is a 
vital component of the network’s efforts to 
ensure it can productively support the devel-
opment of effective therapeutic candidates 
against emerging variants of concern, vari-
ants of interest, and potential future variants. 

THE KEY INGREDIENT FOR A 
STREAMLINED APPROACH  
The final critical component for the assay 
transfers was ensuring that the scientists 
at the recipient labs had access to the 
necessary expertise to perform the assays 
themselves. Under normal circumstances, 
analysts from Nexelis would have travelled 
to recipient labs to help with transfers but 
due to the pandemic the reference labs 
have had to be creative in how they provide 
essential training and troubleshooting in 
a virtual format. They created videos and 
ran full walk-through method standard 
operating procedure sessions to make sure 
all scientists were clear on the reality of the 

assays at Nexelis or UKHSA. They also 
joined ad hoc teleconferences with recipi-
ent lab scientists to regularly align or to dis-
cuss any issues such as unexpected results. 

This open collaboration and flexibil-
ity to work across continents has been 
critical to the success of the network’s 
transfer program at every stage during 
the past 18 months. The ability of eight 
independent laboratories, competitors 
in the ‘normal’ world, to work together 
seamlessly in the pursuit of a shared goal 
has marked the beginning of a new era of 
global R&D—one which must continue 
long after the world emerges from the 
COVID-19 pandemic, for the benefit of 
patients everywhere. 

REFERENCES
1. CEPI, “CEPI Launches Plan to Tackle Risk 

of Future Pandemics and Epidemics,” 
Press Release,  March 10, 2021.

2.  CEPI, “CEPI Establishes Global Network 
of Laboratories to Centralize Assessment 
of COVID-19 Vaccine Candidates,” 
Press Release,  Oct. 2, 2020. ◆
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development pipeline, including:
• Analytical chemistry
• Microbiology
• Environmental monitoring
• Proteomics
• Biochemistry
• Quality assurance
• Sampling
• Stability
• Biopharmaceuticals
• Process development
• Biomedical engineering 
• Method development/method validation
• Microscopy
• Bioinformatics
• Genomics
• Cell & molecular biology
• Immunochemistry
• Sample management
• Medical device testing
• Engineering
• Project management
• Bioassay characterization

Facilities
With more than 2000 employees worldwide, 
Eurofins PSS Insourcing Solutions provides 
services at more than 70 sites in nearly 20 
countries throughout North America, Europe, 
and Asia Pacific and is part of Eurofins 
BioPharma Product Testing, which operates 
37 laboratory locations, totaling more than 
2,000,000 ft2 across 19 countries worldwide.

Markets Served
With more than 70 client sites worldwide, 
our PSS Insourcing Solution® provides the 
optimal external service provider in house 
for pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical 
companies around the world.

About Eurofins PSS
Eurofins PSS Insourcing Solutions® (PSS) is 
a global, award-winning insourcing solution 
that places our people at your site dedicated to 
running and managing your laboratory services 
while eliminating headcount, co-employment, 
and project-management worries.

We infuse our nearly 60-year track record 
of scientif ic and laboratory operations 
expertise, as well as HR and great place to 
work best practices, to recruit, hire, train and 
manage highly qualified scientists to perform 
laboratory services at your site, using your 
quality systems and equipment. Our teams 
will even help you set up your laboratory and 
validate equipment according to your SOPs 
and Lean laboratory practices as needed.

Eurof ins PSS Insourcing Solut ions 
employs and manages full-time employees 
and provides a comprehensive benef its 
package, as well as training, development, 
and career advancement opportunities. 
Offering these additional benefits allows us 
to attract, retain, and motivate high-caliber 
employees to serve you. Our on-site dedicated 
leaders manage our full-time employees and 
provide you with scientific insourced services 
free from co-employment. PSS is not staff 
augmentation, so it solves the challenges 
associated with the EU Temporary Agency’s 
Workers Directive 2008/104.

Major Products/Services
Our PSS Insourcing Solution® provides  
services for clients who require lab services 
at their facility. We have proven success 
providing dedicated teams for a variety of 
technical disciplines that span the drug 

Eurofins PSS  
Insourcing Solutions®

https://www.eurofins.com/pss
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Biotech Startups Seeing Renewed 
Interest Following Pandemic

COVID-19 is refocusing calls for new tools and urgent therapeutic responses.
FELIZA MIRASOL

T he momentum of biotech and biopharma companies is 
on the rise in anticipation of a new wave of emerging 
therapies moving through the industry’s development 

pipeline. In addition, the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted 
the importance of companies that can react quickly to cir-
cumstances and, in some cases, pivot their technology to meet 
immediate and changing therapeutic needs. New research into 
personalized medicines is giving rise to advanced technologies 
that speed R&D timelines and is also the industry’s under-
standing of biological and immunological processes.

ATTRACTIVE INVESTMENT TARGET
Biotech and biopharma companies have become an attractive 
investment following a renewed focus on personal health and 
wellness brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, says Kathy 
Quigley, analyst at Touchdown Ventures, a US-based venture 
capital firm. The pandemic also brought on an increased 
appreciation for what it takes to develop and manufacture a 
new drug, she points out.

“The pandemic initially halted a meaningful number of 
clinical trials just when the world was desperate for phar-
maceutical solutions. The need to innovate and speed up 
drug-to-market timelines was made abundantly clear, and 

with these exposed vulnerabilities in the healthcare system, 
investors shifted their focus more to pharmaceutical tech 
startups,” Quigley states.

CATCHING INVESTOR INTEREST
With a robust landscape of biotech startups, are there specific 
areas of life sciences technology or life sciences skill sets or 
assets that are particularly sought out as investment targets? 

To answer this question, Quigley explains that Touchdown 
Ventures views the pharmaceutical tech (“pharma tech”) space 
as a historically under-invested space with great potential. 

“We define this category as technologies that improve or 
enhance the pharmaceutical industry’s value chain. This 
includes artificial intelligence (AI) for drug discovery plat-
forms, software applications that enable decentralized clinical 
trials, innovations progressing the industry towards contin-
uous manufacturing, software or hardware that reduces drug 
counterfeiting, and so on. The pharma tech space alone 
experienced a 125% jump in capital invested between 2019 to 
2020,” Quigley remarks.

Furthermore, AI for drug discovery and decentralized 
clinical trial startups have also received increased invest-
ment, as traditional internal pharmaceutical R&D productiv-
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ity continues to decline, Quigley notes. 
“We’ve also seen a correlation between 
the increasing availability of real-world 
patient data and an interest in solutions 
that address requirements of doctors, 
patients, and regulators,” she adds.

Lastly, although drug delivery is an 
area that falls outside of pharma tech, 
the sector holds great potential. “As 
the market puts greater emphasis on 
what’s best for the patient, we expect 
more demand for novel delivery meth-
ods,” Quigley states.

In terms of investment numbers, 
Quigley notes that over $60 billion has 
been invested in biopharma and biotech 
startups through the third quarter of 
2021, which surpasses last year’s $53.7 
billion-worth of investment, a record 
breaker, according to Pitchbook (1).

MAKING WAVES
Among the emerging biotech and bio-
pharma companies that have been mak-
ing drug development progress recently 
is Atara Biotherapeutics, a South San 
Francisco-based off-the-shelf allogeneic 
T-cell immunotherapy company spe-
cializing in therapeutics for cancer and 
autoimmune diseases. 

The company is harnessing the 
body’s immune system, specifically via 
the T cells. Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), 
for instance, is one of the most com-
mon human viruses with 90% of adults 
worldwide harboring dormant infec-
tions, says Cokey Nguyen, chief scien-
tific officer at Atara Biotherapeutics. 
Once infected, he explains, T cells are 

created to target and destroy EBV-
infected cells. These T cells have unique 
characteristics that make them prime 
candidates for the creation of cell-based 
living medicines. 

“EBV has been linked to many can-
cers and autoimmune diseases. Atara’s 
novel EBV T-cell product candidates 
(known as allogeneic) are manufactured 
from unrelated healthy, living donors, 
stored in inventory, and delivered to 
patients with the goal to reinforce their 
immune systems to treat diseases that 
are directly EBV-associated, such as 
EBV+ post-transplant lymphoprolifer-
ative disease, or to treat blood cancers 
and solid tumors by modifying these 
cells with a chimeric antigen receptor 
(CAR),” Nguyen says. 

He further explains that EBV T cells 
may be additionally enhanced with min-
imal genetic modification to overcome 
the hostile tumor environment in solid 
tumors to fight disease.

Nguyen observes that the allogeneic 
cell therapy field is exploding, “with 
T-cell approaches leading innovation 
as the main factor behind success-
ful immuno-oncology therapies.” He 
explains that, while T-cell therapies 
have been life-changing for many 
patients, the T-cell therapies available 
commercially today are derived from 
collecting, genetically engineering, and 
growing a patient’s own T cells (autol-
ogous). This is a time-consuming pro-
cess that is difficult to scale for treating 
large numbers of patients. Additional 
limitations include difficulty in treat-
ing solid tumors, safety issues, and 
re-dosing challenges, Nguyen points 
out. He also explains that these issues 
may currently limit a patient ’s abil-
ity to be treated with these promising 
T-cell therapies.

In comparison, allogeneic cell-
based platforms hold the prom-
ise of personalized, off-the-shelf 
treatments manufactured at scale 
and quickly delivered to the patient, 
Nguyen asserts. Allogeneic cell ther-
apies therefore have the potential to  

overcome typical barriers that have 
limited the success of current autol-
ogous T-cell technologies. “However, 
most allogeneic immunotherapies 
under investigation use cells that require 
T-cell receptor (TCR) or human leu-
kocyte antigen (HLA) gene editing to 
confer sufficient safety, expansion, and 
persistence characteristics,” he says. 

EBV specific T cells are one exam-
ple of a T-cell platform that is in devel-
opment for cancer and autoimmune 
diseases, including multiple sclerosis. 
According to Nguyen, EBV T cells natu-
rally possess key immunological features 
that are required for successful allogeneic 
T-cell immunotherapies, including the 
ability to target disease at its source, like 
EBV-driven diseases, with proven traf-
ficking, expansion, and persistence with-
out TCR or HLA gene editing.

WHERE IS R&D TRENDING? 
“Cell and gene therapies are revolution-
izing the treatment of many diseases 
and advancing personalized medi-
cine approaches for patients,” Nguyen 
asserts. He notes that much emphasis 
has been placed on the development of 
cellular immunotherapies over the past 
decade, and autologous CAR T-cell 
therapies have demonstrated success, 
especially against blood cancers. 

“When looking at today’s CAR T 
field, the landscape has dramatically 
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changed. Patients with B-cell lympho-
mas and other similar cancers did not 
have a lot of hope 20 or even 10 years 
ago. Now, we are talking about how to 
overcome limitations with autologous 
therapies with off-the-shelf approaches. 
What makes the T-cell immunother-
apy platform so versatile is its flexibil-
ity to fight cancer or target drivers of  
inflammation in autoimmune con-
ditions, but more research is needed,” 
Nguyen explains.

“Atara believes that the next evolu-
tion in immunotherapy currently under 
investigation is a very different tech-
nology: allogeneic T cells that aim to 
leverage the power of a healthy donor’s 
immune system,” Nguyen continues. To 
treat solid tumors, for example, T cells 
need to persist in a challenging envi-
ronment. Thus, a great deal of R&D—
both from Atara and industry-wide—is 
focused on identifying new approaches 
and technologies that can eliminate 
such cancers, he asserts. 

“Our EBV T-cell platform can also 
incorporate next-generation armoring 
technology in addition to the CAR that 
may help them persist longer in the 
body and avoid tremendous selection 
pressure from solid tumor microenvi-
ronments that suppress and exhaust T 
cells,” Nguyen emphasizes.

WANTED: SKILL SETS
One of the main challenges in the bio-
pharma industry today is making cell 
therapies accessible to patients with 
a variety of diseases, particularly in 
oncology and beyond. Nguyen points 
out that, currently, even a state-of-
the-art autologous T-cell process can 
require 20–27 days after leukapheresis. 

“That process is rigorous, but manufac-
turing failures can occur, and patients 
sometimes can’t wait,” he cautions. 

As a result, Atara has needed to ask 
critical questions about how it can get 
its therapies to patients and how it can 
simplify administration requirements 
for physicians and nurses. Scalability 
can help address these concerns, which 

is a potential benefit offered by an 
allogeneic approach, Nguyen observes. 

“Atara, for example, has invested in scal-
able technologies: we’re transitioning 
from static, gas-permeable vessels to 
stirred-tank bioreactors and to semi-
closed systems with automation capa-
bilities. Scaling up in that way will help 
to produce enough product to address 
unmet medical needs. But this takes 
investment,” Nguyen says.

Fortunately, there are many intelligent 
people entering the field of cell therapy, 
optimizing every step in the workflow 
to maximize cell therapy production. 
Nguyen sees that bioprocessing is contin-
ually improving, with end-to-end auto-
mation and integration. He expects that 
this continual improvement will help 
standardize the process so it can be rep-
licated in different facilities. “Ultimately, 
that’s going to take a village. That’s why 
it’s exciting to see all the innovation hap-
pening in everything from clinical trials 
to bioprocessing to cold-chain shipping, 
so we can deliver therapies to more peo-
ple in need,” he states. “So, what do we 

need more of? Time! We’re breaking new 
ground every day.”

SCORING 
COLLABORATION PARTNERS
Another emerging biopharma firm that 
has made significant strides in recent 
months is Werewolf Therapeutics, a 
Cambridge, Mass.-based biopharma-
ceutical company researching condi-
tionally activated therapeutics in cancer 
treatment. In August 2021, the com-
pany secured a clinical trial collaboration 
with Merck (known as MSD outside 
of the United States and Canada). 
Under the agreement, the companies 
will evaluate Werewolf Therapeutics’ 
WTX-124 indukine program in con-
junction with Merck’s anti-programmed 
cell death receptor-1 (PD-1) therapy 
KEYTRUDA (pembrolizumab) (2). 

WTX-124 is a systemically delivered, 
conditionally activated interleukin 2 
(IL-2) indukine molecule. It has been 
engineered to minimize the severe tox-
icities observed with recombinant IL-2 
therapy and maximize clinical benefit 
when administered as monotherapy or 
in combination with checkpoint inhib-
itors in multiple tumor types. Werewolf 
Therapeutics plans to submit an investi-
gational new drug (IND) application for  
WTX-124 to FDA in the first half of 
2022. Subject to FDA clearance of the 
IND application, Werewolf Therapeutics 
expects to promptly initiate a Phase I 
clinical trial evaluating WTX-124 as 
a monotherapy and as a combination 
therapy with KEYTRUDA for the 
treatment of solid tumors. While time 
is a limiting factor for both patients and 
therapy innovators, that same time ele-
ment is consequently highly conducive to 
targeted sector investment strategies.

REFERENCES
1. Pitchbook, “Emerging Tech Research: 

Enterprise Healthtech Q3 2021,” 
Press Release, Nov. 10, 2021. 

2. Werewolf Therapeutics, “Werewolf 
Therapeutics Announces Clinical 
Trial Collaboration with Merck on 
its WTX-124 INDUKINE Program,” 
Press Release, Aug. 18, 2021. ◆
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Ask the Expert

used to generate the product test 
results. QA and QC should work 
together from their different per-
spectives to ensure that products 
not meeting their safety and effi-
cacy standards are not released to 
patients. The issues uncovered by 
QC through testing should prompt 
a QA review. An example of this 
synergistic relationship would be 
repeat non-conforming test results 
on a raw material leads to a correc-
tive and preventive action (CAPA) 
investigation that determines the 
root cause of quality issues is due 
to a material change made but not 
reported by the supplier. QA would 
then use the information gener-
ated by QC to update processes 
and supplier oversight to prevent 
the problem from recurring in the 

future. This independent but com-
plementary relationship between 
QA and QC is critical to be sure the 
product reaching patients is safe 
and effective. The best relation-
ship between QA and QC is one in 
which QC informs QA of issues and 
QA uses the information to initiate 
continuous process improvements 
to the manufacturing procedures. 
Because QA and QC aren’t optional 
and it’s impossible to say which is 
more valuable to an organization, 
it is important to make sure these 
two distinct and important depart-
ments work together.

Q: Should the QA department  
be responsible for all training?

A: No. QA should be respon-
sible for making sure train-

ing is conducted and documented 

and all employees are current in 
the expectations defined by the 
training program, but it is not  
realistic to assume QA can con-
duct all the training needed in an  
organization. QA might conduct 
some training, such as annual train-
ing on good manufacturing prac-
tices, data integrity, etc., but they 
would not have the expertise to 
train QC personnel on how to con-
duct laboratory tests. 

Again, this is a great opportunity 
for the two departments to comple-
ment each other by working together 
to find the most suitable training pro-
grams for employees to attend when 
in-house training is not feasible. 

It is important for QA and QC 
to work together to ensure a holis-
tic and comprehensive approach to 
the overall health of the company’s 
quality culture. ◆
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Ask the Expert

Susan J. Schniepp, distinguished fellow at Regulatory Compliance 
Associates, answers some commonly asked questions about the 
difference between the roles of quality assurance and quality control.

Q: Theoretically, what’s the primary focus 
of quality assurance (QA) vs. the primary 

focus of quality control (QC)?

A: The short, simple answer to this ques-
tion is that QA focuses primarily on the 

process and QC focuses primarily on the prod-
uct. However, I don’t think the short, simple 
answer is adequate, because while the focus of 
these disciplines may be different, their goal 
is the same: to ensure that the product pro-
duced is safe and effective. QA concentrates on 
monitoring and perfecting the manufacturing 
process. This function is considered proactive 
because the activities and actions associated 
with QA try to deal with issues before product 
quality is compromised. In contrast, QC con-
centrates on testing the product after manufac-
turing to ensure it meets the acceptable quality 
product criteria and specifications, making QC 
more reactive in nature. 

I think it is important to recognize and 
explore that, at times, QC is proactive, and QA 
is reactive. QA can adopt a reactive role when 
dealing with a deviation that occurred during 
manufacturing, especially if the deviation seg-
ues into an investigation. Deviations and inves-
tigations are reactions to mistakes made during 
manufacturing, thus putting QA in a reactive 
position. QC can adopt a proactive role, espe-
cially if the QA department is involved in in-
process testing or incoming raw material testing 
because of the potential for out-of-specification 
(OOS) investigations. 

OOS investigations are initiated by the QC 
test laboratory when the active ingredient, 
excipients, or the product fails to meet speci-
fication. When the OOS is initiated because of 
an aberrant result from an in-process product 
test, the laboratory is in a proactive position 
because their goal is to determine whether the 
OOS is due to a laboratory error in testing. If 
the OOS is determined not to be the result of 
a laboratory error, then the information needs 

to be communicated quickly to QA so they can 
investigate the potential that the OOS was due 
to a processing error, ideally before the manu-
facturing run is completed. 

The bottom line is that QA and QC perform 
complementary tasks with the same goal of 
ensuring patient safety/product quality regardless 
of their point of reference (product vs. process). 

Q: Does the QC department report into the 
QA department?

A: The current thinking is that the QC and 
QA departments should report indepen-

dently to the head of Quality. This makes sense 
and maintains a check and balance approach to 
ensuring product quality and patient safety. It 
also makes sense when we consider the respon-
sibilities of each discipline. As indicated, QC 
focuses on the product so their responsibili-
ties can include, but are not limited to, batch 
inspection, product sampling, validation test-
ing, and laboratory testing. QA focuses on the 
processes so their responsibilities can include, 
but are not limited to, documentation system 
management, audits, supplier management, 
personnel training, change control, and inves-
tigation procedures. Another way to look at 
the difference is the QA department manages 
the quality management system of the orga-
nization by ensuring the standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) are appropriately initiated, 
changed, or made obsolete using the change-
control procedure, and QC provides the infor-
mation that is included in the SOPs that are 
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Frequently Asked Questions About 
Quality Control vs. Quality Assurance

Susan J. Schniepp is  
distinguished fellow at  

Regulatory Compliance Associates.

Contin. on page 45
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analytical testing.
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